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Abstract
This research paper aims at finding areas within healthcare business processes where work and
information flows can be made more efficient by use of mobile technologies. These efficiencies are
then to be isolated, defined, and quantified as business value for the organization. Our strategy is to
use current theory and models to represent this value in a manner that can be easily communicated,
thereby providing a solid foundation for the formulation of a business case.
The research has been conducted through a combination of theoretical and empirical studies. We
have interviewed specialists on mobile implementations within the subject area to acquire
knowledge on how earlier projects have been motivated, conducted, and what their results have
been. Furthermore we have interviewed hospital personnel to find out how they believed a mobile
solution could make their work more efficient, as well as what type of mobile solutions they would
like to see implemented in the future and why. Apart from these interviews, we have been able to
observe and map the work and information flows of an Emergency Unit at a local hospital. Both
these empirical methods will be coupled with known theory and models to illustrate the current
situation and our proposed improvements.
This research has resulted in four concrete change proposals to the existing work flow, and four
corresponding value propositions explaining how these will yield tangible value for the organization.
Furthermore we have defined five intangible value concepts and incorporated these as a part of the
total value our solution creates. The final solution is presented in form of a business cases for the
proposed investment, where the tangible and intangible values are defined, quantified and
motivated. The business case concludes that a total of 16 minutes can be shaved off each patient’s
processing time, and that this can be seen as an 8.5 MSEK cut in costs.
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1 Introduction
In this first chapter of the paper, we start off by setting the context of our research. A
chronological explanation of technology's place in healthcare is given – from the very
introduction of technology to the mobile business visions of today. This leads us into the
problem statement, where the details of this specific research are stated. Lastly, a
comprehensive outline is provided, to enable easy maneuvering throughout the paper.

1.1 Background
Technology has since the introduction of computers grown to become an integral part in any and
every organization and market – the healthcare sector being no different.
“World wide use of technology in medicine began in the early 1950s with the rise of the computers.
In 1949, Gustav Wager established the first professional organization for informatics in Germany. …
Specialized university departments and Informatics training programs began during the 1960s in
France, Germany, Belgium and The Netherlands. Medical informatics research units began to appear
during the 1970s in Poland and in the U.S. Since then the development of high-quality health
informatics research, education and infrastructure has been the goal of the U.S. and the European
Union.” (Wikipedia 2011)
Today the term Health Informatics is used to describe the discipline combining information science,
computer science, and healthcare. “It deals with the resources, devices, and methods required to
optimize the acquisition, storage, retrieval, and use of information in health and biomedicine.”
(Wikipedia 2011-A)
A common problem that has plagued most IT-investments within organizations lately, is that a
company’s IT-strategy has not been properly aligned with the business strategy. The term is
commonly referred to as Business-IT Alignment, and describes the state of an organization where
information technology is used effectively to achieve business objectives. The solution has been to
bridge the gap between business and IT knowledge, creating a new breed of management merging
the roles of CEOs and CIOs, with deep understanding of both the business and IT perspectives. We
can now see a similar development towards the mobility sector, where new knowledge is needed to
extend the IT implementations to also govern the use of mobile technologies. These technologies in
many ways hold much greater promise for process improvements than wire-bound IT ever has, but
because of this also requires a much more profound need for change in business processes and
practices in general. Just as companies have realized IT-strategies to be absolutely central for
successful business-IT alignment, so are now mobile strategies.
“Mobile technology is a collective term used to describe the various types of cellular communication
technology. Mobile CDMA technology has evolved quite rapidly over the past few years. Since the
beginning of this millennium, a standard mobile device has gone from being no more than a simple
two-way pager to being a cellular phone, GPS navigation system, an embedded web browser, and
Instant Messenger client, and a hand-held video gaming system. Many experts argue that the future
of computer technology rests in mobile/wireless computing (Wikipedia 2011-B).
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Mobile technology is in the process of revolutionizing the whole healthcare industry, mainly due to
the time savings which can be achieved within different business processes. Most commonly, patient
information is now being sent between doctors and patients at a much faster speed than before. This
acceleration has introduced a new trend where healthcare is becoming proactive instead of reactive
(Jones, D. 2010). The main idea here is to be able to examine patients from a distance, or make
technology perform some of the examination automatically. Examples of such projects are the
Ericsson Nicolas Tessla Project, and explorations currently performed in South East Asia – where
“mobile health kits” are deployed into the patients’ homes or on their person. As Ericsson is a
telecom operator, they are using mobile data communication to transfer information from seven
sensors – one for blood pressure, one pulse oximeter, three ECGs and one peak flow meter. These in
turn communicate with a com-device through Bluetooth, and this central hub will use the radio
network to transfer the collected sensory data. At the backend there is a web interface for the
doctors to log in and remotely monitor the patients. In some cases also the patient is allowed to
monitor his or her vital signs, introducing the notion of self-examinations (Appendix C).
These B2C-applications are just a few drops in the ocean of possible application areas where mobility
can revolutionize healthcare. Companies such as Intel propose some general principles on how to
approach ones mobile strategy – the most fundamental one claiming that such a change
management process should start with B2E-applications, mobilizing the workforce to optimize
internal processes initially.
Mobile technologies are in today’s businesses often used in a far from optimized manner. Some
companies rush to e.g. port their existing web presence to mobile devices, with little or no idea of
how the investment is to actually generate and return value for the organization (Kalakota R. et.al
2001). Others have ideas on how the technologies can be used, but are met by problems in justifying
the investments through proper business cases. Furthermore, it is our belief that many application
areas are yet to be discovered, where huge profit potential lay dormant – waiting for an opportunity
to make internal processes more effective and efficient.
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1.2 Problem Statement
Aim
The aim of this paper is to highlight areas of possible application for mobile technologies within
healthcare, which we believe are yet heftily under-used. When studying these areas, we want to
propose a method for defining, calculating and communicating the business value gained through
these investments.

Research Questions
o

In what areas of healthcare can mobile technologies be incorporated to generate business
value?

o

How can business value from mobile technologies be defined, calculated and communicated
effectively?

Significance
Most studies conducted on the generating of business value by implementing mobile technologies
are focused on logistical solutions with Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), or m-Health solutions
targeting the patient at home. We hope to set ourselves apart here by looking at a wider range of
technologies, and at a larger scope of integration – internal to the hospital.
Through our value propositions, we hope to open the door for creations of new best practices within
this niche area. Therefore we believe that all constituents of the healthcare-sector may be interested
in our findings, and hope that our proposed business case will make justification of investments
easier to communicate to top-level management, who need the bigger picture to be able to “give the
go” and grant relevant resource allocations.

Limitations
This study will only decompose the business processes of one clinic, the Karolinska University
Hospital. The scope will here further be narrowed to fit the time available for the study, effectively
resulting in only the Emergency Unit process being selected at a subunit named Astrid Lindgrens
Pediatric Hospital.

Motivation of Subject Choice
During the time spent studying at DSV (Computer & Systems Science Institution) under Stockholm
University (SU), both the authors of this paper have immersed themselves in a number of “hot topic”
technologies, most recently the Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) and its many levels of
implementation. Now, our focus is shifted towards what we believe is the future of ICT – mobile
technology. One of the main inspirations to the subject choice has been a course on Mobile Business
available as an elective in the Bachelor-program. Both authors have also applied to a Mastersprogram at the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) named Media Management, where similar
subject areas are studied. On a less academic level – both authors furthermore have a profound
interest in mobile technologies.
All in all, we are two dedicated and driven students, who hope that we can – through this paper –
begin our contributions to the mobile technology research area.
3

1.3 Outline
Chapter 1, Introduction, sets the context for this paper by introducing the research area, explaining
our aim, research questions, limitations and the research’s significance. At the end, this brief outline
is also given to show the general disposition of the paper.
Chapter 2, Extended Background, dives into some organizational background information specific for
Karolinska University Hospital – describing how the surround market functions and some of the interorganizational aspects.
Chapter 3, Theoretical Starting Points, supplies the reader with some of the relevant theory used in
the paper. A discussion on business value, process-driven development and the Value-Process
Framework are held. Also, a general explanation of the UML Activity Diagram modeling notation is
given.
Chapter 4, Methods & Materials, provides a discussion and comparison of available research
methodologies, aiming to motivate the method we have chosen. Our method is then explained in
detail, and a discussion of its reliability, validity, and ethical aspects follows. Lastly, the expected
results of the described method is provided, to prepare the reader for what is to come.
Chapter 5, Data Collection, presents all the data which is to be used in the following analyses. This is
the concrete data which has been obtained by applying the above mentioned research method.
Chapter 6, Data Analysis: Organizational Overview, continues to build upon the provided
organizational information from the Extended Background chapter. Here, a Value Chain analysis is
performed, and an organizational goal model is created to connect our proposed solution to the
organizations actual needs.
Chapter 7, Data Analysis: Change Proposals, starts by discussing our proposed solution in its entirety.
Following, it describes how our proposed solution aims to alter the existing work flow in four specific
areas: Mobile Reference Cards, Mobile Emergency Cards, Mobile Test Results, and Mobile Dictations.
Chapter 8, Data Analysis: Value Propositions, couples the previous change proposals with economic
calculations on how the changes could be interpreted monetarily. A discussion follows each
proposition to explain and approximate the actual gains incurred.
Chapter 9, Data Analysis: Intangible Value Definitions, aggregates the obtained information from our
questionnaire, allowing us to draw conclusions on how personnel from the hospital view the
intangible values provided by our solution.
Chapter 10, Data Analysis: Business Case, summarizes the monetary gains shown by the value
propositions, and includes them into a Net Present Value analysis. From this, a Return-on-Investment
graph is presented, to estimate payback time relative the initial investment.
Chapter 11, Discussion, deals with a few subjects that we feel should be elaborated upon. Here,
areas such as – how to quantify intangible value, the hospital’s previous mobile solution, and how to
realistically utilize the time savings the solution is argued to bring – will be treated.
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Chapter 12, Conclusion, summarizes the findings of this paper, and connects back to the research
questions it set out to investigate.
Chapter 13, Concluding Remarks, discusses possible future work that may become relevant as a
result of this paper. Mainly, shortcomings of this research are highlighted, and suggestions on how
these could be done differently are given.
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2 Extended Background
Now that we have established the context, as well as the purpose of this paper, let’s dive into
some healthcare specifics. The chapter will give some basic organizational information of the
hospital under study. Thereafter we will have a look at some of the already implemented ITinvestments that this, and other Swedish hospitals, has already been affected by.

2.1 Karolinska University Hospital
The Karolinska University Hospital is one of Europe largest hospitals. In cooperation with the
Karolinska Institute (KI), the two work at the forefront of medical research in Sweden. The hospital
has currently a capacity to simultaneously treat close to 1680 patients, and close to 109 000
instances of healthcare interventions is produced yearly. In 2009, annual revenue amounted to 13.2
billion SEK.
In total the hospital employs a workforce of 15 000, and as it is a teaching hospital medical students
are part of this workforce, and roughly 2 500 scientists are produced yearly (Karolinska’s Head of

Information 2011).
Located within the hospital is the Pediatric Emergency Unit, named after the Swedish author Astrid
Lindgren. Next to the Emergency Unit the Pediatric Ward Q80 is located. Depending on the demand
on health care spaces the unit can host approximately 20 patients. The two units handle patients in
the age range of 0 to 18 years for patients with medical related symptoms, and patients with
orthopedic and surgical symptoms are emitted within the 0 to 15 age range.
The personnel working in the units consist of a combination of doctors and nurses, rotating shifts
through the various positions and rooster patterns. As KI is a teaching hospital, doctors and nurses
students frequently participate in the work processes, and various research projects are also
commonly conducted at all of KI’s units and wards.
Strategic Business Development
In 2007 a project aimed at reducing lead times and improving processes efficiency was initiated. The
goal of this project was, and still is, to improve the process by means of lean management. The actual
work started at the emergency units, and has now spread to additional units. As of today 17 units in
the greater Stockholm area is working under the new system. The results of the project so far have
been very positive, patients waiting time has been reduced by 50% at one of the surgical units.
Another example is that the amount of patients who finish the whole emergency process within 4
hours has drastically increased. And as a high throughput is one of the project goals, this new way of
managing the processes has been a great success. The rather informal term for this venture is “flow
work”, however many similarities exists with the process-driven business development strategy. As
an example, the basic principles stated on the organization’s press-site are related to process
management as discussed in this paper. In accordance with this new type of process management
the organization has defined the following "flow" principles.
Link
The various elements that a patient goes through in the emergency unit should, if possible, be
linked together. For example, nurses and doctors shall meet up with the patient simultaneously.
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Visualize
Everyone who works should have an overview of what’s happening, know where one's colleagues are
and where the patient is in the care chain. The treatment of the patient should be right from the
start.
Standardize
Patients who follow a similar flow through the emergency unit should, as far as possible, be handled
with a standardized approach. This will reduce much of the need for excessive communication and
documentation.
Tact
Different parts of the process through the emergency unit take different amounts of time. The goal is
to keep a steady pace throughout the flow, so trying different combinations may be essential. The
approach can be adjusted several times before it works smoothly. Test, evaluate, and try again!
(Karolinska Informations ansvarig 2011)

2.2 Previous Healthcare IT investments
As the hospital under study is located in Sweden, a few words about national projects should be
mentioned. Two larger implementations have been undertaken in later years within the Swedish
health community; e-Journals and e-Prescriptions.
E-Journals is an investment which aims to serve on a national level, where all patient journals are to
be shared electronically between hospitals and clinics, so that patient information is up-to-date and
available from wherever the patient may end up being treated. This particular project has received
criticism because doctors found that taking responsibility for, and updating, the journals has become
quite a hassle, mostly because free time is a rare good in the profession. As this is the case, not much
is summarized at the end of a patient treatment, and the next caregiver is left with the timeconsuming task of reading through the entire journal to gain a holistic view of the patient’s history.
Another problem has been that the e-journals are not yet spread throughout all clinics and hospitals.
This becomes an obvious problem in situations where the records are not available to relevant care
personnel (Ljungberg, C. 2010). Whether these issues are results of a sloppy implementation being
not as efficient as it could be, or simply a lack in proper change management, training and education
– is unclear. But surely, the plausible benefits must be considered to outweigh these seemingly
stress-induced critiques.
E-Prescriptions is another national initiative which has meant that patients’ prescriptions are sent
electronically from doctors’ computers, straight into a central database called “Apotekens Services”.
As a result, patients can visit any of the country’s pharmacies and buy the medicine they have been
prescribed, with the sole requirement of identifying themselves properly at the counter (Vårdguiden.
2010). This new implementation also means that the patient doesn’t need to come back to the clinic
to receive a renewed prescription, but that the doctor can do this without any face-to-face contact
with the patient. These electronic prescriptions also address an earlier security problem in forgery –
it is now much harder to fake a prescription, and each prescription is run through several checkpoints
to ensure its reliability and appropriateness (Apoteket. 2011). On the other side of the coin, there has
also been an issue in sensitive data being transferred but not encrypted (Orstadius , L. 2008). An
7

early criticism of this project has focused on problems in availability – system downtimes have
resulted in patients not receiving their medicine on time (Brink, B. 2006). .The systems were however
installed in 2004, and much of these quirks have by now been addressed, and less and less critique is
being reported in media.
The described e-Journal solution targets the hospitals’ internal business processes, similar to the
solution we propose in this paper. But neither of the above mentioned investments can be
considered mobile, and in reality such a combination seems not yet to exist. As there are many B2C
solutions around, but very few B2E, and none of these are mobile – we feel it is time that some
research is performed which investigates mobile health solutions from an internal process
perspective.
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3 Theoretical Starting Points
As the healthcare specifics have now been covered, it’s time for some academic theory. In
this section we will summarize some of the theoretical building blocks upon which our
analysis rests. For the reader who is not familiar with concepts such as tangible and
intangible value, process-driven development, the Value-Process Framework, and UML
Activity Diagrams - this chapter will act as an introduction.

3.1 Value & Business Value
In classical management, business value is an informal term that includes all forms of value that, in
the long-run, determine the well-being of the firm. Where value is traditionally limited to strict
economic metrics, the concept of business value goes beyond; including new forms of value (e.g.
employee value, customer value, supplier value, channel partner value, alliance partner value,
managerial value, and societal value) (Wikipedia. 2011-C).
In 1954 Peter Drucker popularized the idea of creating business value throughout all levels of a
company by his introduction of the Management by Objectives (MBO) process. Essentially this was a
way of assuring that a company and its employees all shared common overall goals and objectives,
and that appropriate business value was created at each step in the progression towards these goals
and objectives (Drucker. 1986).
In 1985, Michael Porter built on the concept in his best-seller book “Competitive Advantage: Creating
and Sustaining Superior Performance”, when he introduced the today well-known Value Chain.
Porter’s Value Chain model illustrates a chain of activities in a firm operating within a specific
industry, and uses business units to separate workflows internally. It evaluates how each business
unit independently adds value to the organization’s products or services, and illustrates through the
sum of these activities the organization’s competitive position in the market (Recklies 2001). Earlier
in 1979 during Porter’s studies at Harvard Business School, he had developed a framework for
industry analysis and business strategy development called Five Forces. “It draws upon Industrial
Organization (IO) economics to derive five forces that determine the competitive intensity and
therefore attractiveness of a market. … Three of Porter's five forces refer to competition from
external sources. The remainder are internal threats.” (Wikipedia 2011-D)

3.2 Tangible & Intangible Value
A common distinction made when speaking of value gained from investments is that of tangible vs.
intangible value. Tangible value includes “all exchanges of goods, services or revenue, including all
transactions involving contracts, invoices, return receipt of orders, request for proposals,
confirmations and payment …Products or services that generate revenue or are expected as part of a
service are also included in the tangible value flow of goods, services, and revenue.” (Wikipedia
2011) The concept of Intangible value consists of two subcategories: knowledge and benefits.
“Intangible knowledge exchanges include strategic information, planning knowledge, process
knowledge, technical know-how, collaborative design and policy development; which support the
product and service tangible value network. Intangible benefits are also considered favors that can
be offered from one person to another.” (Wikipedia 2011-E)
9

The inherent problem with the distinction between the tangible and intangible lies in how they are
measured. Tangible value is most commonly quite concrete, and can easily be quantified by e.g.
money. Intangible value on the other hand, is often harder to quantify, because it does not have a
natural scale on which it can be compared through, e.g. customer satisfaction. Many believe that also
intangible values can be quantified, but that they simply have to be converted into something
tangible first – the problem is what parameters to include in the equation.
A correlation can here also be drawn to Corporate Performance Management (CPM), the
management philosophy aiming at optimizing an enterprise’s performance by optimizing individual
business processes and outcomes. Key Performance Indicators (KPI) are within this subject area the
means by which enterprises measure and monitor the effectiveness of their business processes
relative to their business goals (Eckerson 2010). Converting an intangible value promised by a future
IT-investment into a tangible one, is much the same problematic as finding an appropriate KPI for e.g.
a service-centered business process.

3.3 Process-driven Development
What is a process?
A process is commonly known as a chain of events which serves to fulfill a set of goals. In the chain,
each individual event has specific sub-goals that it aims to realize. In Anders Ljungberg et. al.’s book
Process-driven Development - three mayor definitions are given to describing the term:


A process is a collection of linked activities which transform a input to a output.



A process is a chain of activates which in a recurring flow creates value to a customer.



A process is a repetitive network consisting of ordered and linked activities which use
information and resources in order to transform a "object in" to a "object out" in order to
satisfy a identified customer demand (Ljungberg et.al 2001).

All of the above definitions may sound quite mechanical at first glance, but viewing the organization
in this manner gives the observer sufficient detail to discover areas and flows which can be optimized
in quality, time or monetary value.
Input and output objects refer to the entities passing through the process and their relation to the
internal activities. During the time from entry to exit of the process, the entity is being refined (value
is incrementally being added) according to the goal(s) of the process and sub-goal(s) of the activities.
Within the realms of process-thinking the entity can be anything from a physical object to a virtual
service, and the refinement-process serves to add value to the process’ customer. The customer can
be located inside or outside of the organization, and in the case of this study – may often be the
patient being treated, or a doctor receiving a test result. Similarly, the refinement-process might be
the giving of medical treatment, or a nurse performing a blood test.
Activities or functions are individual areas where a certain set of actions are taken to refine the
arriving entity into higher levels of value for the customer. An activity can be performed by an
organizational department such as Accounting, or by individual personnel located at a certain
department. In the case of e.g. a factory, the activity can be the processing of material in a specific
10

machine. In this study however, the activities are performed by medical personnel with specific
competences and assignments.

3.4 Value-Process Framework
The Value-Process Framework is a two strategy analyses model, combining Porter’s Five Forces
analysis (focusing on the external environment of the organization) and the Value Chain analysis
(focusing on the internal perspective). The overall concept of the framework is to model the (1)
creation of value and the (2) capturing of this value in the context of strategy formulation. Value
creation results largely from activities within a company, while value capturing is mainly driven by
the competitive environment. The concept of value creation can be explained by the first and second
step in the model (on the left hand side).
In order to create value, a company must
provide customers with a product with a
perceived value that is greater than that of
the costs of providing it. This is the price a
customer is prepared to pay for a product if
there is only a single supplier. The perceived
value is illustrated as #1 in the diagram. The
cost of providing the product is illustrated as
#2. It is the difference between these two
that is labeled the “value created”, i.e. this is
the surplus value that the product creates.
To relate this to the actual price of the
product, we need to peek into the second
phase of the process as well – value
capturing. It is the price that the product is
Figure 1: Value-Process Framework; describes the generic concepts
of value creation and capturing.
set at which determines the ratio between
producer and consumer surplus derived from
the value created. The amount below the perceived value but above price is referred to as the
consumer surplus (#3) and the amount below the price but above costs is the producer surplus. If a
product has a high perceived use value and few competitors supplying substitute goods, this allows
the company providing the product to raise the price and thereby obtain a larger producer surplus. If
there on the other hand exist many substitute goods, the price will normally be lowered in an
attempt to increase the consumer surplus (and thereby obtaining more sales and consequently
higher revenue). (Creating and capturing value through e-business strategies: the value-process
framework).

3.5 UML Activity Diagrams
The modeling technique used in the process modeling is, as mentioned earlier, the Unified Modeling
Language (UML) – a technique which is part of the Open Management Group (OMG) standard. The
specific type of UML used is the behavioral diagram type called Activity Diagram. This type of UML
“describes the business and operational step-by-step workflows of components in a system … *and+
shows the overall flow of control.” (Wikipedia 2011-F)
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The model has deliberately been kept simple to allow for an overview of the entire process, yet
include enough detail to highlights areas of possible improvement within the process. Below we will
briefly describe the notation of this UML diagram.
The model is read from top to bottom, and is divided into so called Swimlanes, which are the eight
labeled vertical columns. These lanes indicate what actor performs the activities inside it (i.e. assigns
responsibility to the action states it holds).
Initial State: This symbol signifies the beginning of the flow of activities, i.e. the starting-point of
the process flow.
Final State: This symbol is the end-point of the flow that started in the initial state, i.e. the final
point of the process flow.

Action State: This symbol is that of activities performed by the swimlane-defined actors.
Its name often includes a verb in present form, to indicate something happening when the flow
enters.
Flow: The arrows indicate the direction in which the process progresses. An arrow going into
an activity (or action state) signifies input the activity, and an outgoing arrow the output of the
activity.
Decision: This symbol illustrates the notion of choice. One input arrow, splits into two possible
output flows (i.e. the flow can here proceed in one out of two possible directions). This is equivalent
to the logical XOR (Exclusive OR) operator, meaning that one or the other direction is possible but
never both. This split in process flow and direction is always ended by a Join symbol (see below).

Fork: This symbol indicates parallelism, or the logical AND operator. One input flow splits
into two simultaneous and parallel output flows, which both must happen. The activities following a
fork do not depend on each other’s completion. For the parallel flows to stop, a Join symbol is always
needed.

Join: The join symbol indicates the end of a parallel flow (from the fork split). Two
separate flows are completed, and can now continue as one. This symbol is often used to join XOR
flows as well, mainly to avoid several input flows leading into an activity.
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4 Methods & Material
Now that the context, healthcare specifics, and academic theory have been covered –let’s
look at our research method. Some introductory definitions, and concept distinctions leads us
into a detailed method description. When this has been consolidated, a reflection upon its
reliability, validity, and ethical aspects follows. Before we head into the data collection
though, a quick peak into the future is provided in the subsection – Expected Results.

4.1 Introductory Definitions
Throughout this chapter we will explain and discuss our reasoning and choice of method for this
research paper. To adhere to common scientific standards, we strive to follow this general definition:
“Scientific method refers to a body of techniques for investigating phenomena, acquiring new
knowledge, or correcting and integrating previous knowledge. To be termed scientific, a method of
inquiry must be based on gathering observable, empirical and measurable evidence subject to
specific principles of reasoning. The Oxford English Dictionary says that scientific method is: "a
method of procedure that has characterized natural science since the 17th century, consisting in
systematic observation, measurement, and experiment, and the formulation, testing, and
modification of hypotheses.” (Wikipedia 2011-G)
This study has not interfered with the operations of any of the studied organizations, and must
therefore not be considered experimental per say. The data we have collected are historical
measurements and observations, and should furthermore therefore be deemed retrospective. As
this data has neither been collected over an extended period of time, but at one single point in time
at each of the participating parties, it should also be thought of as cross-sectional data.

4.2 Theoretical vs. Empirical
Theoretical methods are here defined as “logical deduction based on given theories and models (e.g.
mathematical evidence and simulation).” (Translated from Boström 2010)
The most obvious pro of a theoretical study as opposed to an empirical is that theory is in general
much easier to collect than practical experiences. However, a purely theoretical approach would
make it a straight literature study, and as we want to make our work as original as possible we feel
that this would not be sufficient. To combine theoretical material with one’s own hypotheses to
verify or falsify something is however a method often criticized by different schools of science
because this naturally involves a subconscious element of prejudice and foregone conclusions.
Empirical methods are here defined as “…generally taken to mean the collection of data on which to
base a theory or derive a conclusion in science.” (Wikipedia 2011-H)
As implied in the definition above, the empirical method is a more concrete, realistic, and qualitative
approach to a scientific study. But techniques such as participant observations also introduce a lot of
problems – commonly on the psychological level. The most common criticism is here focused on the
researcher’s control of how participant behavioral patterns change when knowing one is being
observed as part of a study.
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In our study we have chosen to combine both theoretical and empirical methods to supply us with
data and information for the analysis and discussion from a broad perspective. We will use theory in
our literature study as part of the extended background formulation, as well as for the analysis of the
data and knowledge we collect. Theory, as spoken of here, will include models such as Porter’s Value
Chain, the Value-Process Framework, as well as common structuring and modeling techniques used
when creating Business Cases. Theory is used because this is an academic research paper, and
empirical data is collected as the healthcare industry handles a lot of human contact, which is hard to
gather in any other way.

4.3 Quantitative vs. Qualitative
Quantitative research will here be defined as “…the systematic empirical investigation of quantitative
properties and phenomena and their relationships.” (Wikipedia 2011-I) This type of research is
basically built on a larger amount of data collections with similar structure, which are then combined
into a information base for statistical deduction. This type of research is often considered fairly
simple, as it is often easy to conduct and captures a relatively large sample size. This may save time,
but also leads to a data collection which is somewhat superficial as one normally looks at a large
number of objects but only a few properties of these.
In our study we have chosen not to perform a quantitative data collection in the sense that we will
not be collecting from a large number of hospitals. This is because doing so is simply not reasonable
in the limited time we have, and our solution is tailor-made to fit the specific hospital’s business
processes. However, questionnaires have been handed out to a number of hospital personnel. The
number of answers were sadly not that many, so calling it a quantitative method would be an
exaggeration.
Qualitative research is here defined as investigating “…the why and how of decision making, not just
what, where, when. Hence, smaller but focused samples are more often needed, rather than large
samples.” (Wikipedia 2011-J)
A quantitative approach is generally considered more detailed, but thereby also more timeconsuming. The obvious advantage is that more information can be collected, often because the
researcher gets the opportunity to create a relationship with the participants, ask follow-up
questions, as well as with time gain deeper understanding concerning functional mechanisms of the
objects under study. In sum, the quantitative approach usually looks at fewer objects but at a larger
number of properties of these.
In our study we have chosen to approach our data collection largely from a qualitative perspective.
This is because we want to dive into the details of one single hospital. Within our project this has
meant conducting interviews with a few experienced information sources, as well as performing
observations of certain process and information flows.

4.4 Alternative Methods
Description
The descriptive method is an aggregated explanation of what reality looks like from the describer’s
subjective point of view. This method is well suited for general question formulations for works in
overview form. It is often used in combination with classification to create a holistic picture and by
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help of this prove some type of correlation or phenomenon. The most obvious drawback here is that
our research cannot be considered an overview as we dive into details of process flow. Furthermore,
we are not looking to obtain a subjective view of the organization’s functions, but an as objective and
realistic one as possible.
Simulation
Although a simulation model actually exists, covering the emergency unit processes, we have chosen
not to use this as a source of information for our process analysis. The main reason for this, is that it
was created for a previous business process reengineering venture, and the current process flow has
been altered to such an extent that it can no longer be deemed accurate. However, using simulation
would allow us to verify our suggested solution by executing the suggested change proposals within
the virtual reality of the model. Had we had more time, this could have been a good way of
illustrating a proof of concept. The simulation model had however been simplified to such a degree
that we would not be able extract any relevant information for our purposes.

4.5 Detailed Method Description
4.5.1 Background Formulation
Literature Study
The first step of the thesis process was to gain additional knowledge of the mobile technology area.
In order to achieve this we have conducted a literature study. The goal here was to find related
research from e/m-Health. To counteract incorrect information from non trustworthy sources, our
main supply of information has been the hospital itself. Also, Ericsson AB whom – as a well
recognized specialist – deals with these types of implementations as part of their business.

4.5.2 Data Collection
Best Practice Scenario
A relevant project conducted by Ericsson AB at a hospital has been studied as well, in order to gain
knowledge regarding how these types of projects are conducted, how value is defined, quantified
and measured. We also gained relevant knowledge concerning healthcare-specific IT-artifacts
commonly in use today by hospitals. To collect information on this project, we have conducted an
interview, which will be mentioned more below. We contacted Ian Koh, Ericsson’s Head of Practice
for Industry Verticals in Southeast Asia & Oceania. He connected us with Yvonne Chou, whom drives
m-Health engagements to hospitals, clinics and pharmaceuticals.
Ethnography
In order to get a basic understanding of how healthcare is provided to patients we will use an
ethnographic research method called "quick and dirty". The problem with many of the ethnographic
methods available is that of time and involvement of the research subjects. In this thesis we have a
limited amount of time, and therefore this simplified method is most suitable.
We contacted Ulrika Bäckman, Doctor and Postgraduate Student at the Karolinska Univiersity
Hospitals Medical Management Centrum. She was very interested in our research, and has provided
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us with all the necessary contacts. We have observed the work processes firstly by a walk-through of
the hospital combined with informal interviews with personnel.
Interviews
The first part of this study was an unstructured interview with Ulrika Bäckman, whom has extensive
knowledge about present organizational processes at the operational level. Information gained here
was formalized using business process maps and diagrams, in order to further direct us to where
critical business processes and information flows are situated.
In a later stage personnel used to execute the above extracted processes was interviewed in order to
get more operationally detailed information.
As mentioned above, Ericsson’s Yvonne Chou has also been interviewed, to find out more about their
ongoing projects, as well as their methods for defining, quantifying and measuring value in such
investments.

4.5.3 Data Analysis
Empirical & Holistic Organizational Study
In order to find areas which are suitable for mobile technologies we have chosen to analyze the
organization and its main processes. Background information is given in the Extended Background
section of this paper, and parallels are drawn to Porter’s Value Chain analysis model. It was from this
and the mentioned walk-through that we chose an area of the organization to study in a more detail.
Process Modeling
After the information collection stage was completed, we formalized the various information flows,
work flows and existing systems – and analyzed what value they provide their constituents with, and
who performs the underlying activities. The process model formed the basis for finding areas where
mobile technology can provide additional value and create benefits to the already existing process.
Sample & Size
The sample size was selected on availability. As per usual when trying to collect data from
organizations on this level, it is not an easy task. We simply chose to use the contacts we have at
Ericsson, as well as whatever connection we could achieve with the hospital. More specifically, we
selected one specific ward at the clinic in focus. As would not have time or resources to perform the
same data collection at several sites, this one hospital acts as a generic case. However, as all
organizations are unique, it would not make any sense to make such a detailed analysis on one site
to draw conclusions on another.

4.5.4 Reliability & Validity
The data collected in this thesis is mostly empirically founded. As presented in the Data Collection
chapter, our statistical figures are based on several interviews with hospital personnel. The doctor
and nurse salaries are collected from a reliable source on the web, and should be valid and up to
date. As our process analysis is based on already performed research by SimSIC, which adds reliability
to our created model. Our interpretation of the work and information flow has also been verified by
Ulrika Bäckman to ensure its accuracy.
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Some figures, such as investment costs and the solution’s perceived use value, are worth mentioning
specifically. The investment costs have been left variable as obtaining any accurate numbers of this is
quite impossible at this early stage. Instead we look at the effects of how varying this variable affects
the total equation. The perceived use value is similar in its nature, and we have interpreted it as
being somewhat of a net present value (NPV). We believe that anyone that has even basic knowledge
about sensitivity analysis and investment decisions would base their perceived use value on a
concept similar to NPV. Lastly, the number of minutes we have approximated our change proposals
to cut from the current process, are based much on our observations at the hospital. Measuring for
example the time it takes to walk between different parts of the Emergency Unit, or the time it takes
to print an Emergency Card, has been deemed excessive. This level of detail in such a proof-ofconcept study would in reality require a fully functional prototype and all which this includes.

4.5.5 Ethical Aspects
Most of the major ethical issues of this project concerns patient information. In the information
collection faze we have encounter patient charts and similar sensitive information. However, when
such information was provided, we of course made sure that it was made anonymous. Anonymous
information is less sensitive, thus making it available for publishing in the final version of the thesis
report.
Informing Requirement
All of the participants in the data collection faze were diligently informed of what information that
was going to be collected and to what purpose. Further the participants were given a chance to
review the collected information to ensure a correct interpretation and a high level of information
accuracy.
Consent Requirement
The participants were as described above informed of the intention of the research and what
information that would be collected. This information was given well in advance before the intended
interview or data collection was executed, thus giving the participant enough time to reflect over if
he/she was willing to participate.
Confidentiality Requirement
Confidentiality was promised all of the participants in the sense that no information was to be
published when consent had not been explicitly granted. However, for public information concerning
the hosting hospital (e.g. number of employees etc.) which is already publicly available, we didn’t
request any explicit consent.
Utilization Requirement
The information gathered from the participants and from public sources was only used in the context
of this thesis. This is something we have made sure to inform all participants of, as it lays the ground
work for their willingness to share information. We did not have any hidden motives or agendas with
this thesis work, and have not used any of the acquired information for any purposes other than
stated in this paper.
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4.6 Expected Result
4.6.1 Organizational Overview
First of all we intend to gather information about the organization from a general perspective,
illustrating and explaining how the organization operates and what its current market looks like. This
will be done through an organizational description in relation to Michael Porter’s Value Chain
analysis model. A general overview of the organization’s goal model will here be presented, so that
coming proposals of improvements can be connected to specific goals within this. We will from this
high-level viewpoint specify a business unit we deem improvable, in which we will dive into details
throughout the coming sections.

4.6.2 Process Analyses
The selected business process will here be broken down and described in detail in its current state,
and process modeling techniques such as the Object Management Group’s (OMG) Unified Modeling
Language (UML) will be used to illustrate it graphically. The current state will then be improved upon
to create a more efficient business process by implementation of mobile technology and
reengineering of the current routines – resulting in a proposal for an improved process. Relations
from this new process will be drawn back to the organization’s goal model.

4.6.3 Value Propositions
At this point we hope to have isolated areas where the implementation of mobile technologies can
lead to distinct – either increases in profit or decreases in costs. We will here through calculation of
value show mathematically how the new improvements will generate value for the organization. The
areas of improvements will in the discussion then be related back to the Value-Process Framework
introduced in the background of this paper. Our change proposals will furthermore link back to the
models created in the organizational overview described above.

4.6.4 Business Case
This section will summarize the above findings, and illustrative through a net present value analysis,
coupled with a return on investment graph, how this information can be presented to whomever it
may concern (i.e. managers or executives). The final result will be a clear and justifiable business
case, with a concrete link between the organization’s goal model and our value propositions and
conducted analysis.
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5 Data Collection
In this chapter we present the results that our applied method yielded. Our results consists of
a process description of the emergency unit, some statistical figures which we extracted from
an interview with Ulrika Bäckman, and the answers from the questionnaire which we handed
out in the hospital’s staff coffee room. Keep in mind that this is just presentation of raw data
– the analysis will follow in the coming five chapters.

5.1 Process Description: Emergency Unit

Figure 2: Process Map; Ulrika Bäckman's adjusted model from SimSIC research project.

The above figure is a slightly revised version of Ulrika Bäckman’s model from her research and
business process reengineering at the hospital. This has been our basis for understanding the process
flow as is, and the following information was obtained by the walk-throughs and observations of the
hospital. Steps 1-7 describe the process from the patients’ viewpoint, and steps A-F describe the
same process from the organization’s perspective.
Step 1. The patient enters the emergency unit and receives a queue-ticket. If the patient’s medical
condition is not viewed as critical, the patient is asked to sit down in the waiting area. If the patient
arrives by means of ambulance, Step 1 is not applicable.
Step 2. The patient explains the event history, describing the symptoms, and why he or she is seeking
help at the emergency unit. A nurse listens and examines the patient.
Step A. ”Triage”: The Triage is a process which sorts patient-cases into categories of importance, and
each patient is given an individual level of priority. The process is based on an initial examination by a
nurse, as well as the patient’s description of his or her symptoms. The nurse in the Triage asks
general questions about the patient’s state and health, and decides whether he or she can wait in
line or needs immediate attention. Depending on the patient’s symptoms-description and current
medical state, the patient may be referred to a local emergency unit (or similar), or taken to a Triageroom connected to the waiting room – where the initial examination is conducted. The most
common reasons for patients seeking help at the emergency unit are handled by matching present
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symptoms to generic reference cards, aiming to create a standardized assessment which is not
dependent on who is conducting the examination.
Step 3. Checkout counter: The patient pays for the examination.
Step B. A ”flow-doctor” and a “flow-nurse” coordinate information from the Triage, and assign
patients to the different work modules (treatment teams). This allocation is made in the Take Care
system. The flow-personnel print out so called “emergency-cards” containing patient information.
These are either collected by the work modules themselves as they become free, or are distributed
by the flow-personnel.
Step 4. Doctor’s examination: The Patient meets with a doctor and once again describes the event
history and his or her symptoms. Hereafter, possible tests and treatments are initiated.
Step C. The doctor uses the patient’s emergency-card with fundamental patient-information and the
other data collected so far about the patient’s state of health. Here the doctor can, by hand, write
down additional information concerning e.g. tests and anamnesis. The doctor plans the future tests
and treatments to be given, and writes referrals or ordinations for these to be carried out. These are
created in the Take Care system, and sent electronically to the applicable ward. The tests may, no
matter category, need to be sent to a lab outside of the emergency unit.
Step 5. The patient takes relevant tests according to the following categories:
5.1 Referred tests, outsides of the emergency unit.
5.2 “Patient close” tests, inside the emergency unit.
Step 6. Depending on the patient’s state, he or she may be requested to stay in the room, or be
allowed to take a walk or break, until the tests results are returned.
Step 7. New assessment: The patient is sent back to the doctor for a new assessment when new
information (for example test-, x-ray-, or EEG-results) has become available.
Step D. The doctor re-evaluates the situation in a new assessment and decides whether new tests
and/or further treatment are needed. Notes are written on the printed emergency-card, and the
doctor adjusts the treatment-plan as necessary. This may mean that the loop starts over, in that new
tests are referred or ordinated, or that a different treatment approach is initiated.
Step E. The doctor comes to a final conclusion, and decides if the patient is to be admitted to a ward
or be sent home. By help of the information and notes on the patient’s emergency-card, the doctor
then dictates his or her observations.
Step F. At a later point in time, a secretary transcribes the dictated material, and enters it into the
patient’s journal through Take Care. Before the case is closed, the doctor reads through and signs the
transcription to ensure its correctness.
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5.2 Statistical Figures
The emergency unit is open 24/7, 365 days a year.
On average, three doctors work in the Emergency Unit.
On average, two Triage-stations are open.
A patient pays 120 SEK for an Emergency visit.
On average, the Triage processes 150 patients per day.
On average, a patient meets with the doctor for 15 min.
On average, one patient takes one test.
On average, a test result takes one hour to receive.
Dictation is conducted after each patient visit.
On average, a dictation takes 5 min to record.
On average, a doctor treats 1.5 patients per hour.
Table 1: Statistical figures obtained from interview with Ulrika Bäckman.

The above information has been extracted from our interview with Ulrika Bäckman to support our
coming value propositions.

5.3 Questionnaire: Intangible Value Definitions
When creating this questionnaire we decided on a number of concepts that we felt could be
connected with the different questions. The responders also had the option of writing their own
concept if they felt ours did not quite fit. In Appendix B you can see the entire questionnaire.
Question:
ID
A
B
C
D
E
F

1. "High quality" healthcare?
Definition
Answers
High skill level
5
Few erroneous prognoses
2
Short waiting times
3
Good communication
5
Good flow-coordination
2
Miscellaneous
1

The above table shows the distribution of answers over the six alternatives available for the first
question in the questionnaire.
Question:
ID
A
B
C
D
E
F

2. "Effective" healthcare?
Definition
Low costs
Good resource usage
High throughput of patients
Few complaints
Good flow-coordination
Miscellaneous

Answers
2
5
3
2
5
1

The above table shows the distribution of answers over the six alternatives available for the second
question in the questionnaire.
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Question:
ID
A
B
C
D
E
F

3. "Customer satisfaction"?
Definition
Answers
Short waiting times
4
Accurate information
6
Pleasant personnel
3
High skill level
5
Few complaints
0
Miscellaneous
0

The above table shows the distribution of answers over the six alternatives available for the third
question in the questionnaire.
Question: 4. Good personnel "cooperation"?
ID
Definition
Answers
A
Good communication
6
B
Good flow-coordination
4
C
Short waiting times
1
D
High skill level
4
E
Few erroneous prognoses
1
F
Miscellaneous
2
The above table shows the distribution of answers over the six alternatives available for the fourth
question in the questionnaire.
Question:
ID
A
B
C
D
E

5. Doctor's "personal gratification"?
Definition
Answers
High quality healthcare
4
Effective healthcare
2
Customer satisfaction
4
Good personnel cooperation
5
No answer
3

The above table shows the distribution of answers over the four alternatives (plus a fifth category
containing the ones where no answer was given for this question) available for the fifth question in
the questionnaire.
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6 Data Analysis: Organizational Overview
To provide a foundation for areas where our mobile solution may be applicable, this chapter
contains a value chain analysis from the organizational information provided in the Extended
Background chapter earlier. Furthermore, to connect our concrete change proposals to the
organizational needs, a goal model has been constructed and is explained as well. This first,
out of the five, analysis chapters acts as a base for the coming more detailed ones.

6.1 Value Chain Analysis
Michael Porter’s value analysis model illustrates the organization’s major value offering to the
customer, and breaks down the internal activities that make the primary process function. As the
non-primary activities are a part of the greater “whole”, an improvement in one leads to an overall
process improvement.
The primary process at focus in this paper is the Emergency Unit patient flow. Depicted in the value
analysis model below, the sub-activities are shown in relation to the primary process.
In the ideal case, subtracting the support value activities from the primary value activities results in a
margin of value, her called Value added. At a first glance, value added appears purely monetary. But
this is however not the case – as the customer, or rather the patient, is the main focus of the process.
A patient only pays a nominal fee per visit; the actual cost is paid by nationwide health incurrence.
Support Value Activities
Infrastructure are considered the buildings from which the organization operates. However, ITinfrastructure is also included in this activity’s scope.
Human resource management, or HR, is responsible for managing personnel. The main goal is to be
able to staff the organization with the right competence at the right time.
Technology management is the organizations IT-department - responsible for maintaining the ITsystems and hardware.
Procurement is responsible for the purchasing of relevant materials, to ensure the availability of the
right resources at all time. This is done by use of lean management as discussed above. Selecting the
most beneficial source of perches is also this activity’s duty.
Primary value activities
Inbound and outbound logistics are not applicable in this case as the organization provides a service
and not a physical product. However, ambulance service might be considered as it is somewhat of a
logistical activity, serving to add value to the emergency process. Either way, our m-Health solution
will not cover this process as it is external to the hospital physically.
Service and production operations are core to the value-adding of the customer (patients). These
activates are responsible for the executing the emergency process, which includes managing the
quality of the service; defined as time efficient, resource efficient and reliable service.
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Figure 3: Value Chain. The traditional Value Chain analysis also has a Marketing and Sales primary value activity.
However, the Swedish healthcare system is not subject to commercial rivalry, and thus no marketing efforts are
considered primary value activities. The red coloring depicts the sub-activities which will be affected by an m-Health
solution.

6.2 Organizational Goal Model
To be able to tie our change proposals to actual organizational goals, we have created a basic goal
model based on the Karonlinska University Hospital’s publication “Enklare och snabbare väg för
patienten” (Translated into English meaning “An easier and faster way for the patient”). On their
website, they state that “The process-driven development is a strategic and long-term measure that
the hospital management has taken to create effective and efficient care-processes by focusing on
the patient value in all flows.” (Karolinska Informations ansvarig 2011) This has therefore become
the highest point in our goal model. Furthermore, the publication mentioned above, states three
clear goals for the emergency units involved:
-

Decrease time spent waiting on doctor to 40 minutes (from an average of 1.5 hours).
Decrease number of waiting patients at 16:00 to 80 (from 140 patients).
Increase number of patients leaving the emergency unit within 4h to 90% (from
approximately 60%).
Translated from (Karolinska Sjukhuset 2008)

We have made the interpretation that the first two are sub-goals to the third, in the sense that
increasing the through flow of patients can be achieved by decreasing the number of patients waiting
and the waiting time per patient. We aim to connect our change proposals as means for achieving
the lowest level of the measurable goals. It should be noted that the numbers used in these goals are
for all the Emergency Units of the Karonlinska University Hospital, and not merely Astrid Lindgrens.
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Figure 4: Goal Model; describes how the organizational goals are
dependent on each other in a hierarchical tree.
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7 Data Analysis: Change Proposals
Now that we have built the base, let’s get concrete and look at some specific areas where we
propose a change in the current work flow! In the second analysis chapter, we will start off
by explaining our Activity Diagram – which is the foundation for all of our change proposals.
Then we will touch upon our solution as a whole, to then dig into the details of the individual
areas of focus – Mobile Reference Cards, Mobile Emergency Cards, Mobile Test Results, and
Mobile Dictations.

7.1 UML Activity Diagram: Emergency Unit
From the original process model, and the information we have collected throughout our visits at the
Karolinksa University Hospital, we have created an UML activity diagram. As it is quite large, it is only
presented in Appendix A of the paper, for the interested reader. We will however in our analysis
extract parts from it, which will be shown in detail here. The flow will not be described textually
again, as it is the same as what was presented in the Data Collection – Process Description chapter
above.
The actors we have chosen to include as swimlanes are: system, patient, Triage-personnel, cashier
personnel, flow- doctor/nurse, doctor, nurse, secretary, and external unit. As can be seen, there is
already quite some communication going on with the system. But the system at this time is still
accessed through a stationary computer, at most times not located at the physical location where
the information to be entered is obtained. It can further be noticed that the flow is divided into two
parts, an upper left and a lower right. In the upper left part, the patient is in contact with the Triagepersonnel and cashier personnel. In the center, acting as a transition between the two parts, the
flow- doctors/nurses are coordinating the patients’ passage through the process. In the lower right
section, the doctors and nurses are treating the patient, and two rightmost actors: secretaries and
external units – are involved only in an indirect manner. The external units are processing some of
the patient-related information, and the secretaries are supporting the doctors’ with routine-work.
Throughout the entire process, the system (to the very left), is supporting the entire chain of events.
It is this very system, which we wish to bring closer to the involved, allowing access to the already
existing information, from anywhere, at any time, and by any authorized personnel.

7.2 Proposed Solution
From the analysis of the emergency unit process’ activity diagram, we have found four areas in the
process flow which we believe can be made more efficient through the use of mobile technology.
Generally speaking, our proposed solution is to equip each work module and Triage-personnel with a
mobile tablet device which accesses the hospital’s existing information system – Take Care – via a
web-based interface (web-service). This would mobilize the workforce in a new way, allowing for
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direct data entry and information retrieval, from anywhere within the hospital’s WLAN, at any time
of the day and week, and by anyone with the proper access rights. To communicate our vision to the
hospital personnel, we have created a basic prototype that illustrates some of our ideas. The below
screenshots can be found in larger scale in Appendix F.
The coming sections describe the four areas in more detail as they are currently being managed,
followed by explanations of our proposed changes, their connection to the organizational goals, and
analyses of the possible benefits.

7.2.1 Mobile Reference Cards
Current State
Today, the patient enters the Triage and describes his or her symptoms to the Triage-personnel,
whom bring the patient into a room behind the counter where an initial examination is performed. If
it is found that the patient’s state is much worse than initially thought, he or she is bumped up in
level of priority, which may in critical cases mean that the patient will be sent straight to a doctor. If
the situation is not considered high priority, the patient visit continues in the Triage. In most cases,
patients seek help at the hospital for somewhat common problems (e.g. respiratory problems). In
these cases, reference cards for these common symptoms are used to, in a standardized manner,
prioritize and begin basic treatment of the patient. After the examination and prioritization is
completed, the Triage-personnel sit down at the counter again to enter the information collected
during the examination. In complex cases where the standardizing reference cards are not used, this
may mean that the Triage-personnel have to run back and forth between the counter and the
backroom, to enter information as it is obtained. The current situation is illustrated below:

Figure 7: Reference Cards; UML illustrating current process extract.

Proposed Change
In our analysis of this part of the process, we concluded that there is a lot of redundant work being
done when information is first noted on reference cards, and then entered into the system. Also, in
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the cases where the Triage-personnel need to run back to the computer at the counter to enter
information during the examination – time is needlessly being wasted moving between the patient
and the computer. Changing the UML Activity Diagram presented above, we propose a solution
looking like this:

Figure 8: Reference Cards; UML illustrating future change.

In this model, the three previously sequential activities (highlighted in yellow) are now performed in
parallel. Practically this means that the Triage-personnel can perform the examination, use the
mobile device to input patient information directly into Take Care, as well as perform the
standardized matching to the now electronically presented reference cards – simultaneously in one
physical location.
Motivation
We believe that making the reference cards electronic, and allowing Triage-personnel mobile access
to the Take Care system, will make this part of the process more efficient in several ways:
-

-

By use of electronic reference cards, the Triage-personnel would no longer need to first
make the prioritization on paper, and then enter it into the system. This step will be
automated. We predict that this will cut the time it takes to process one patient in the
Triage, by at least one minutes.
By having direct mobile access to the information system Take Care, the Triage-personnel
will no longer need to move back and forth between the computer at the counter and the
patient in the backroom to obtain and input information. This will be possible in the
backroom directly. We predict that this will cut the time it takes to process on patient in the
Triage, by at least two minutes.

In sum, this change proposal is estimated to result in a three minute time saving. We will use this
figure in the coming section’s corresponding value proposition.
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Connection to Goal Model

Figure 9: Reference Cards; Goal model relation.

As an implementation of the mobile reference cards would mean that the Triage-personnel could
perform their work faster (by at least five minutes as argued above), this should lead to a decrease in
the number of patient waiting in the waiting room, at any time of the day. Therefore, the mobile
reference card has been placed as a means to achieving this goal.
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7.2.2 Mobile Emergency Cards
Current State
Currently, the emergency cards are being printed by the Flow- doctors/nurses after the
corresponding patient has been allocated to a work module. This paper copy is either - brought to or
collected by - the doctor, both “by foot”. This means that time is sometimes spent walking around
trying to find the doctor when delivery a printed emergency card, or left waiting for the doctor to
collect an unnecessarily long period of time. When the doctor has received the emergency card, he
or she calls on the patient whom then enters the room. At this point, the patient is forced to describe
his symptoms once again, as the information entered into Take Care by the Triage-personnel, is not
readily accessible by the doctor in the examination room. The doctor then goes on to perform a
proper examination, during which he writes obtained information by hand on the printed emergency
card. Later on, this information is included in the doctor’s dictation, which is then transcribed by a
secretary, sent back for a signature, and then input into the patient journal.

Figure 10: Emergency Cards; UML illustrating current process extract.

Proposed Change
Not much analysis needs to be done to notice that the printing and manual delivery/retrieval of the
emergency cards are inefficient methods of working. We propose that the emergency card instead
be electronically accessed by the doctor when in the examination room. Having a mobile device with
direct access to the Take Care system will also allow him to read more of the information that was
entered in the Triage, and hopefully remove the need for the patient to repeat his symptoms at this
point. This change proposal bleeds into the following doctors examination as well, in the sense that
all information obtained can be input directly into Take Care, and test results and dictations can be
made more efficient, but this will be covered in the coming to change proposals. However, this
specific part of the process has been reengineered as follows:
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Figure 11: Emergency Cards; UML illustrating future change.

Motivation
We believe that our analysis shows that certain steps in this process-excerpt are unnecessary, and
that they may therefore be removed completely. We also believe that by giving the doctor mobile
access to the patients’ emergency cards and other patient-related information, he or she will be able
to perform his work more efficiently and with a higher level of quality.
-

-

-

By removing the activity of Flow- doctors/nurses needing to print the emergency card after
its aggregation, this will remove the minute it takes to physically print the paper. This also
means that they will no longer need to find the doctor and deliver the printed emergency
card, or wait for him or her to come and pick it up – effectively cutting another two minutes
per patient and emergency card. In sum, let’s estimate that the removal of this step to cut
one minutes per patient.
By allowing the doctor to skim through and find relevant parts of the patients’ description of
symptoms and other patient-related information through a mobile device while walking to
the examination room, this will make the two minutes each patient spends repeating his
symptoms and story redundant.
By having direct mobile access to the Take Care system via the electronic emergency card,
the doctor can also easily add information straight into the system during the examination.
This in turn means that some of the information that was previously jotted on the printed
emergency card, is now being entered directly, removing the need to include this in the
dictation later on. Let’s assume that this cuts another two minutes from the examination
process.

In sum, this change proposal is estimated to result in a five minute time saving. We will use this
figure in the coming section’s corresponding value proposition.
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Connection to Goal Model

Figure 12: Emergency Cards; Goal model relation.

As we have argued above, the implementation of such an electronic emergency card accessed
through a mobile tablet device, will make the Flow- doctors’/nurses’ and regular doctors’ work more
efficient. If the patient doesn’t need to wait for the printed emergency card to be retrieved or
delivered, this will decrease the amount of time spent waiting on the doctor. For this reason, the
mobile emergency card can be seen as a means to achieving this goal.
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7.2.3 Mobile Dictations
Current State
Today dictation is performed as one of the last steps of the patient visit process; the information
entered is recorded in the doctor's office by a work station fitted with the Take Care system. The
audio file is then sent electorally to a secretary who transcribes it into text. The text is uploaded to
the Take Care system and the responsible doctor will then read the text to ensure its accuracy. If
accurate the doctor will sign the document which completes the overall process. In the current UML
diagram, it is depicted as follows.

Figure 13: Dictations; UML illustrating current process extract.

Proposed Change
In our analysis of this piece of the puzzle, we have found that the dictation does not need to be
performed as a separate step. We would like to see the current sequential flow of activities be
performed in parallel with the doctor’s dictation. Being able to dictate as the observations are made,
would increase the quality and accuracy of the material, and remove the need for certain hand
written notes on the current printed emergency card. So in our solution, we suggest that the
dictations be done through the mobile tablet device, which has direct access to the existing Take
Care database. From the mobile device the recorded data will then be sent to the secretary via the
hospital’s internal wireless network. This would also mean that the secretaries could receive the
audio file directly after recording, meaning also they could perform their work more efficiently, and
the doctor would not have to wait long before the transcribed document was returned. To illustrate
the new parallelism we propose, we have modified the activity diagram as follows.
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Figure 14: Dictations; UML illustrating future change.

Motivation
We believe that the parallel flow can be introduced at the beginning of the doctor’s flow, where he
meets the patient. The image is too large to show here, but this would mean it could run all the way
down to where the dictation was previously done, and join with the original flow again. We strongly
believe that the ability to perform the dictations at any time will increase the quality of the material,
encourage accuracy and detail, as well as make the secretaries jobs more streamlined in that they
can start the transcription as soon as the audio file has been uploaded. The time savings can be
broken down as such:
-

-

By creating a parallel flow of activities like described above, this would allow the doctor’s
dictations to be performed at any time during the entire treatment process. While examining
a patient, while administering a treatment, or while waiting for a test result. We estimate
that by removing the additional activity at the end of the flow, this will cut the dictation time
by at least three minutes for every patient visit that is dictated.
By allowing these dictations to be uploaded directly into the database, we further argue that
the secretaries that transcribe them will be able to more efficiently process the material as it
arrives, instead of having to wait for them after the flow is completed. This will in turn save
time as well, but it is hard to estimate how much, and we will not try here, as this part of the
process has not been as carefully described and mapped. However, it is noted here to explain
this change’s scope of effects.

In sum, this change proposal is estimated to result in a three minute time saving. We will use this
figure in the coming section’s corresponding value proposition.
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Connection to Goal Model

Figure 15: Dictations; Goal model relation.

As we have argued above, the he implementation of the mobile test results will decrease the time of
nonproductive activities on a doctor’s shift, thus allow him or her to conduct his obligations more
efficiently. Thus more time is spent with the patients, and hence the implementation has been
placed as a means to the goal of decreasing time spent waiting on the doctor.
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7.2.4 Mobile Test Results
Current State
At this time, test results are forwarded via the hospitals IT infrastructure and the Take Care system.
When a test result is ready, the laboratory personnel enter the results and if applicable attaches files
such as X-rays. The test results are then sent electronically to the Emergency Unit. At the receiving
end, the work module checks a computer with Take Care installed showing all of the patients’
pending referrals. A notification symbol in the shape of a closed envelope appears when the tests are
available for interpretation. However, the computer station is not monitored at all times, thus a test
result may remain unread for a period of time. Secondly the test result has to be forwarded to the
doctor if read by a nurse on the team, and as a result more time is wasted.

Figure 16: Test Results; UML illustrating current process extract.

Proposed Change
By analyzing the activity flow we have deduced that the resources required by the forwarding activity
can be reduced if the test results are directly sent to the responsible doctor’s mobile device. This
would mean that the Alert completion activity would be moved to the doctor’s ownership (UML
swimlane), and also that the Forward test results activity would be completely removed. As
mentioned above, previously a test result could be left waiting until someone in the work module
noticed it. In our proposal, this would be impossible as a notification would sound from the doctor’s
mobile device, completely removing the possibility of such delays. The adjusted UML diagram looks
as follows:
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Figure 17: Test Results; UML illustrating future change.

Motivation
Even though this is a simple thing to change, we believe that this area of the process may yield the
greatest time savings for the doctors involved – simply by supplying the doctor with the information
he needs right into his pocket.
-

-

By moving the completion alert to the relevant doctor, tests results will more seldom lay
dormant in wait for a doctor’s interpretation. Let’s assume that one out of five test results
requested, lay waiting for 10 minutes before it is seen by anyone in the work module. So per
individual test result, this amounts to two minutes each.
Removing the activity of forwarding the test results to the doctor (for cases when a nurse in
the work module notices it first) could mean two things. Either, this would mean that the
activity of finding the doctor, and him or her physically walking to a stationary computer to
look at it, would be eliminated. In other simpler cases, it could mean that a nurse would go
find the doctor, and read the result out load to him. Depending on the where the doctor is
physically located at the moment; the time it takes to find him may of course vary. Add to
this that it may take him a varying amount of time to find a free stationary computer. Let’s
assume that the elimination of these two scenarios in combination will amount to a time
saving of at least three minutes.

In sum, this change proposal is estimated to result in a five minute time saving. We will use this
figure in the coming section’s corresponding value proposition.
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Connection to Goal Model

Figure 18: Test Results; Goal model relation.

We have argued that implementing the mobile test results proposed above will decrees the time
patients spend in the process waiting for test results to come back. As this in turn will reduce the
time spent waiting on a doctor, this acts as a means to this goal model as well.
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8 Data Analysis: Value Propositions
Since we have now declared the areas of improvement, we can now look at what this means
monetarily. The decrease in minutes estimated in the change proposals, will in this third analysis
chapter be transformed into money savings, and hypothetically even revenue increases. Each one of
the previously described change proposals has a corresponding value proposition below. These
provide us with a method for quantifying the value created by our solution.

8.1 Mobile Reference Cards
INPUT DATA:

Average number of simultaneously open Triage-counters
Average Triage-personnel salary
Average time spent processing one patient
Average number of patients processed per day

COST SAVINGS
TRIAGE:
Estimated time saved per processed patient

REVENUE
GENERATION:
TOTAL:

Salary saved per Triage-personnel
Cost savings

Client Calculations
2
150 SEK/hour
10 min/patient
150 patients/day
3 min/patient
164250 min/year
2737,5 hours/year
410625 SEK
821 250 SEK/year

CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION: Higher throughput of patients
Less time spent waiting in line
Ability to process more patients per day
INPUT DATA:
Average revenue per patient visit
Time now spent processing one patient
Time now available to allocate on new patients
REVENUE
GENERATION:
TOTAL:

Number of new patients possible to process
Possible extra revenue

Client Calculations
120
7
164250
2737,5

SEK
min
min/year
hours/year

23464 patients/year
2 816 000 SEK/year

Table 2: Reference Cards; calculation of the propsal's time and cost related effects.

By use of the above spreadsheet, we will here explain how costs can be saved, or future possible
revenue can be obtained, by implementing our solution in the Triage at Astrid Lindgrens Pediatric
Hospital. As the emergency unit is open constantly, the computations have been made with the
following basic information:
Working days per year
Average working hours per day
Working hours per year

365
24
8760

The spreadsheet above shows us two things:
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-

-

Firstly how the organization can save costs by letting Triage-personnel work less hours as a
result of more efficient patient processing. The assumption has been made that our solution
decreases the time spent to process each patient by three minutes. The salary used has been
collected from Lönestatistik.se (Lönestatestik.se 2011-A) where each nurse in Stockholm is
said to have an average salary á 24 729 SEK/month. Dividing this by 160 working hours per
month, results in our approximation of 150 SEK/hour. In this calculation, we have further
assumed an average of two Triage-counters being open simultaneously, at a rate of 24 hours
per day and 365 days per year. Cutting three minutes off of each patients processing time
results in a total of 2 737.5 hours saved per year. Applying this to the calculated salary, shows
us a possible cost savings of approximately 0.8 MSEK per year.
Secondly, another way of looking at this information is that the time saved can be used to
process new patients. This does however assume a constant flow of patients, which in reality
is not the case at this point in time. However, theoretically, we now have 2 737.5 hours per
year to process new patients with, meaning we have time to process another 23 464
patients. If every patient visit costs on average 200 SEK, this means a possible increase in
revenue of up to 2.8 MSEK per year.

As the second interpretation is not practically possible (as it depends on more than the organization
itself) we will keep this as a mere thought experiment. We can however conclude that at the rate
patients are presently being processed, the first method could very much become a reality if our
solution was to be implemented and yielded the efficiencies we predict.
It can further be noted that the increase in efficiency shown can be used in other ways. For example,
besides the obvious of letting personnel work fewer hours, they could also be instructed to perform
other tasks which other personnel is currently doing. This would however mean the same thing
indirectly – someone will be working fewer hours.
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8.2 Mobile Emergency Cards
INPUT DATA:

Average number of simultaneously working doctors
Average Doctors salary
Average time spent processing one patient
Average number of patients processed per day

COST SAVINGS
TRIAGE:
Estimated time saved per patient

REVENUE
GENERATION:
TOTAL:

Salary saved per doctor
Cost savings

Client Calculations
3
300 SEK/hour
15 min/patient
108 patients/day
5 min/patient
197100 min/year
3285 hours/year
985500 SEK
2 956 500 SEK/year

CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION: Higher throughput of patients
Less time spent waiting for a doctor
Ability to examine more patients per day
INPUT DATA:
Average revenue per patient visit
Time now spent processing one patient
Time now available to allocate on new patients
REVENUE
GENERATION:
TOTAL:

Number of new patients possible to process
Possible extra revenue

Client Calculations
120
10
197100
3285,00

SEK
min
min/year
hours/year

19710 patients/year
2 365 000 SEK/year

Table 3: Emergency Cards; calculation of the propsal's time and cost related effects.

By use of the above spreadsheet, we will here explain how costs can be saved, or future possible
revenue can be obtained, by implementing our solution in the Doctors’ part of the process at Astrid
Lindgrens Pediatric Hospital. As doctors are needed every day, but not every hour specifically at the
emergency unit, the computations have been made with the following basic information:
Working days per year
Average working hours per day
Working hours per year

365
24
8760

The spreadsheet above shows us two things:
- Firstly, according to our estimation that the implemented solution would cut five minutes
from the examination time of each patient, and an average of 108 patients (previously á 15
minutes each) are processed daily (assuming three doctors workings simultaneously), this
results in a total time saving of approximately 3 285 hours per year. The salary used has been
collected from Lönestatistik.se (Lönestatestkik.se 2011) where each doctor in Stockholm is
said to have an average salary á 49 847 SEK/month. Dividing this by 160 working hours per
month, results in our approximation of 310 SEK/hour, but we have used 300 for simplicity.
Again assuming three doctors are on duty simultaneously, and applying the time saved to
this salary, calculates to a total cost savings of approximately 3 MSEK per year!
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-

Secondly, again purely theoretically assuming a constant patient flow, this can also be seen
as a possible increase in revenue. If the doctors had 3 285 hours of time to treat new
patients, this would mean that the 120 SEK average patient visit fee would from this
perspective amount to 2.4 MSEK per year.

As mentioned in the previous value proposition, the second interpretation is presented purely as a
thought experiment. We can however conclude that at the rate patients are presently being
processed, the first method could very much become a reality if our solution was to be implemented
and yielded the efficiencies we predict.
Furthermore, connecting back to the previous value proposition (Electronic Reference Cards), it must
be realized that need to be thought of as part of the whole. Just because the Triage-personnel has
time to process more patients, doesn’t mean the doctors will have time to examine and treat them.
What is however more interesting, is that the time the doctors save by use of this solution, will allow
them to perform other duties more accurately. Looking back to the background of this paper, it was
mentioned that one of the main drawbacks of the Electronic Patient Journals, was that doctors felt
that they didn’t have time to take appropriate responsibility for their ownership of updating it.
Freeing up 973 hours per year, or just over 2.5 hours every working day, could definitely be used for
purposes like this, or more profound background research, more accurate dictations and
transcriptions etc.
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8.3 Mobile Dictations
INPUT DATA:

Average number of simultaneously working doctors
Average Doctors salary
Average time spent dictating one patient visit
Average number of dictations per doctor

COST
SAVINGS:

Estimated time saved per dictation

REVENUE
GENERATION:
TOTAL:

Salary saved per Doctor
Cost savings

Client Calculations
3
300 SEK/hour
5 min/dictation
108 dictations/day
3 min/dictation
118260 min/year
1971 hours/year
591300 SEK
1 773 900 SEK/year

CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION: More accurate dictations
Better patient journal ownership
Less time spent waiting for a doctor
INPUT DATA:
Average revenue per patient visit
Time now spent dictating one patient visit
Time now available to allocate on new patients
REVENUE
GENERATION:
TOTAL:

Number of new patients possible to process
Possible extra revenue

Client Calculations
120
15
118260
1971

SEK
min
min/year
hours/year

7884 patients/year
946 000 SEK/year

Table 4: Dictations; calculation of the propsal's time and cost related effects.

By use of the above spreadsheet, we will here explain how costs can be saved, or future possible
revenue can be obtained, by implementing our solution in the Doctors’ part of the process at Astrid
Lindgrens Pediatric Hospital. As doctors are needed every day, but not every hour specifically at the
emergency unit, the computations have been made with the following basic information:
Working days per year
Average working hours per day
Working hours per year

365
24
8760

The spreadsheet above shows us two things:
- Firstly, the average time saved by dictating while on the go is three minutes per dictation.
Following the earlier logic of reducing working hours, this means that if all five dictations per
day have their processing time reduced by three minutes, the total time saved is 1 971 hours
per year. Multiplying this amount of time by two doctors salaries gives us a total of
approximately 1.8 MSEK per year, which is almost three doctors’ annual pay! Applying this
type of change in a larger scale would in deed result in greater cost savings.
- Secondly, again purely theoretically assuming a constant patient flow, this can also be seen
as a possible increase in revenue. If the doctors had another 1 971 hours of time to process
other patients (following the calculations made in the previous two value propositions), this
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would mean that the 120 SEK average patient visit fee would from this perspective amount
to approximately 1 MSEK per year. And again, if this change was applied in a larger scale,
these savings would quickly rise.
As mentioned in the previous value propositions, the second interpretation is presented purely as a
thought experiment. We can however conclude that at the rate patients are presently being
processed, the first method could very much become a reality if our solution was to be implemented
and yielded the efficiencies we predict.
From another perspective, the time saved here can be used by the doctor to carry out different
duties on other patients. This time can be spent increasing the quality of the patient journal, treating
or examining other patients, or reading up on the next patient’s condition and history. It should
however be noted, that the time saved might not be possible to relocate in all situations as the
nature of the healthcare business doesn’t resemble an assembly line. Patients need specific
treatments at specific times, meaning a few minutes here and there are not always easy to fill. But in
the long term, these minutes add up, and in an ideal scenario the calculation is accurate.
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8.4 Mobile Test Result
INPUT DATA:

Average number of simultaneously working doctors
Average Doctors salary
Average number of tests per patient
Average time spent waiting on one patient's test results
Average number of tests ordinated/referred per day

COST SAVINGS
TRIAGE:
Estimated time saved per test result

REVENUE
GENERATION:
TOTAL:

Salary saved per Doctor
Cost savings

Client Calculations
3
300
1
30
108

SEK/hour
tests/patient
min/patient
tests/day

5 min/result
197100 min/year
3285 hours/year
985500 SEK
2 956 500 SEK/year

CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION: Less time waiting for treatment e.g. when in pain
Less time agonizing when waiting for test results
Less time spent waiting for a doctor
INPUT DATA:
Average revenue per patient visit
Time now spent waiting for a test result
Time now available to allocate on new patients
REVENUE
GENERATION:
TOTAL:

Number of new patients possible to process
Possible extra revenue

Client Calculations
120
25
197100
3285

SEK
min
min/year
hours/year

7884 patients/year
946 000 SEK/year

Table 5: Test Results; calculation of the propsal's time and cost related effects.

By use of the above spreadsheet, we will here explain how costs can be saved, or future possible
revenue can be obtained, by implementing our solution in the Doctors’ part of the process at Astrid
Lindgrens Pediatric Hospital. As doctors are needed every day, but not every hour specifically at the
emergency unit, the computations have been made with the following basic information:
Working days per year
Average working hours per day
Working hours per year

365
24
8760

The spreadsheet above shows us two things:
- Firstly, if we assume that our solution cuts five minutes off of the waiting time for every test
result, and 108 tests are ordered each day - this amounts to a time saving of 3 285 hours per
year. Multiplying this by two doctors’ salaries, results in a possible cost saving of
approximately 3 MSEK per year, if this meant that they could work this many less hours.
- Secondly, as discussed in earlier propositions, seen as possible revenue from a future
situation with a constant patient flow, this would mean that 7 884 new patients could be
examined by a doctor. Again assuming a 120 SEK average revenue per patient visit, this could
me a possible extra revenue of approximately 1 MSEK per year.
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As mentioned previously, the second interpretation is presented purely as a thought experiment. We
can however conclude that at the rate patients are presently being processed, the first method could
very much become a reality if our solution was to be implemented and yielded the efficiencies we
have predicted.
Looking at it from a different perspective, having extra time over when handling test results, could
mean that better interpretations could be made when they arrive as less stress is involved, possibly
leading to less erroneous prognoses, as will be mentioned in the coming section.
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9 Data Analysis: Intangible Value Definitions
Other than monetary gains, we argue that our solution will bring a number of more abstract,
intangible, values to the organization. In this fourth analysis chapter we will cover the
questionnaire answers presented earlier in the Data Collection section. From the answers we
collected we have combined a definitions for the five intangible values we believe our
solution will enhance.
When answering our questionnaire the personnel was asked to select three of the most fitting terms
to relate to the given concept. This means that given a total of 18 votes per question – 6 people
answered the questionnaire.
6
5
High skill level

4

Few erroneous prognoses
Short waiting times

3

Good communication
2

Miscellaneous
F Miscellaneous

1
0
1. "High quality" healthcare?

Chart 1: "High quality" healthcare concept; bar chart specifying the number of answers.

From the above two diagrams, it can be seen that the personnel at the hospital believe that “high
quality” healthcare is characterized by
1. High skill level amongst the personnel
2. Good communication amongst the personnel, and
3. Short waiting times for the patients.
On the flip-side, we can conclude that only four of the responders believed that the concept should
be associated with having
- Few erroneous prognoses, and
- Good flow-coordination amongst the work modules.
One of the answers also listed a factor which was not available in our alternatives.
We find it interesting that so few of the answers listed “few erroneous prognoses” as one of the top
three factors, as it seems as this would naturally come from having a high skill level amongst
personnel. Perhaps this was the logic they used as well, thereby leaving this option out in many
cases.
We conclude that a high quality of healthcare is comprised by a high skill level, good communication,
and short waiting times.
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6
Low costs
5
Good resource usage
4
High throughput of
patients

3

Few complaints
2
Good flow-coordination
1
Miscellaneous
0
2. "Effective" healthcare?
Chart 2: "Effective" healthcare concept; bar chart specifying the number of answers.

From the above two diagrams, it can be seen that the personnel at the hospital believe that
“effective” healthcare is characterized by
1. Good usage of the hospital’s resources
2. Good flow-coordination amongst the work modules, and
3. High throughput of patients.
On the other side of the coin, we can conclude that only four of the responders believed that the
concept should be associated with having
- Low costs, and
- Few complaints
One of the answers also listed a factor which was not available in our alternatives.
Traditionally one would define efficiency as making good use of resources yet having a relatively high
production. So now having “low costs” as one of the characteristics may seem somewhat unintuitive,
but again perhaps the logic was that having “good resource usage” would encompass this factor as
well. Having few complaints however, seems not so appropriate for the level of efficiency, but could
more easily be associated with e.g. effectiveness. This however, could be a result of the Swedish
language being less detailed in this specific case, where “effektiv” can mean both efficient and
effective.
We conclude that a effective healthcare is comprised by a good resource usage, good flowcoordination, and a high throughput.
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7
6
5

Short waiting times

Accurate information

4

Pleasent personnel
3

High skill level

2

Few complaints
Miscellaneous

1
0
3. "Customer satisfaction"?
Chart 3: "Customer satisfaction" concept; bar chart specifying the number of answers.

From the above two diagrams, it can be seen that the personnel at the hospital believe that
“customer satisfaction” is characterized by
1. Accurate information from personnel to patients
2. High skill level amongst personnel, and
3. Short waiting times for the patients.
By deduction we can conclude that only three of the responders believed that the concept should be
associated with having
- Pleasant personnel, and
- Few complaints
None of the answers listed any another important factor that should belong to the concept in focus.
What we find very interesting here is that none of the responses listed “few complaints” as
something that would be included in the concept of customer satisfaction. We find this very odd as
this is normally they way one indirectly measures the customer satisfaction, since if one is not
satisfied – one usually complains. However, following the logic from the previous questions, it may
be thought that accurate information, high skill level, and short waiting times may result in not
having many complaints. Only three of the responders thought “pleasant personnel” was top three in
importance, which again seems quite odd. But then again, if accurate information is not given, there
is a low skill level amongst personnel, and the hospital visit takes forever – it might not matter how
pleasantly the personnel treats a patient. Let’s however note here that this is the personnel’s
answer, and not the patient’s.
We conclude that a customer satisfaction is comprised by accurate information, high skill level, and
short waiting times.
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Chart 4: Good personnel "cooperation" concept; bar chart specifying the number of answers.

From the above two diagrams, it can be seen that the personnel at the hospital believe that
“cooperation” amongst personnel is characterized by
1. Good communication amongst the personnel
2. Good flow-coordination amongst work modules, and
3. High skill level amongst personnel.
In contrast, we can conclude that only two of the responders believed that the concept should be
associated with having
- Short waiting times, and
- Few erroneous prognoses.
Two of the answers also listed a factor which was not available in our alternatives.
What stands out here is that as many as four answers have included “high skill level” in their
answers. Good communication seems like a classic factor, and good flow-coordination can definitely
make help cooperation and structure. But having a high skill level – does one have to be smart to be
able to cooperate? Our logic here is that perhaps the personnel more easily get irritated when having
to explain things many times to new, or less skilled, personnel. This could definitely make
cooperation harder, if some people don’t seem to know what they are doing and why. It seems that
short waiting times should also come of having good cooperation, but this is of course also based on
individuals’ performances.
We conclude that a good cooperation amongst personnel is comprised by good communication,
good flow-coordination, and a high skill level.
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Chart 5: Doctor's "personal gratification" concept; bar chart specifying the number of answers.

From the above two diagrams, it can be seen that the personnel at the hospital believe that a
doctor’s “personal gratification” is characterized (in order of importance) by
1. Good personnel cooperation,
2. High quality healthcare,
3. Customer satisfaction, and
4. Effective healthcare.
It seems the doctor’s like many other occupations, believe that most of the positive feelings from
their work comes from having good people around them. From our definition, we can thereby
conclude that this means good communication, good flow-coordination, and a high skill level
amongst the personnel. The more cliché answer for a doctor would perhaps be ‘to help people’, in
any case our case “customer satisfaction”, which only reached a shared second place in level of
importance. By our definition this meant accurate information, high skill level, and short waiting
times. High quality healthcare also shared the second place, and was concluded to be defined as high
skill level, good communication, and short waiting times. And the last category – effective healthcare
– comprised good resource usage, good flow-coordination, and a high throughput. This last one is
obviously more of the hospital’s goal, and it therefore seems logical that it is not strongly correlated
to the doctors’ personal goals.
We conclude that a doctor’s personal gratification comes from all of the above factors, but in order
of importance are comprised by good personnel cooperation, high quality healthcare, customer
satisfaction, and effective healthcare.
Concept:
High skill level
Few erroneous prognoses
Short waiting times
Good communication
Good flow-coordination
Low costs
Good resources usage

1
5
2
3
5
2

2

3
5
4

5
2
5

4
4
1
1
6
4

Sum:
14
3
8
11
11
2
5
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High patient throughput
Few complaints
Accurate information
Pleasent personnel

3
2
6
3

3
2
6
3

Table 6: Answer frequencies showing reoccurring terms.

The above table aggregates the answers from questions 1 through 4 showing their reoccurrences. It
must be noted that all terms were not available for all questions, which in hindsight might have been
a good idea for this further analysis. However, we wanted to keep it simple, and we did.

Reoccurrence of Terms
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Chart 6: Reoccurrence of Terms; bar chart graphically illustrating Table 5.

Looking at the bar graph of the tables “Sum” column, we can see that, for the hospital personnel,
the three most important terms seem to be
1. High skill level amongst personnel
2. Good communication amongst personnel, and
3. Good flow-coordination amongst work modules.
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10 Data Analysis: Business Case
Last but not least, in our fifth and final analysis chapter we will put it all together. From our
organizational analysis came the change proposals. From the change proposals came the
corresponding value propositions. In this section we injected the sum of these into a Net
Present Value analysis. Based on this analysis, a Return-on-Investment case is made. And
don’t worry, we haven’t forgot about the intangible value definitions from Chapter 9 – they
will be brought back in the discussion following this chapter.

10.1 Net Present Value Analysis
A common way of evaluating investments is by use of net present value (NPV) calculation. As the
personnel needs to become acquainted with the technology as well as the new way of working, our
proposed solution will most likely not yield the expected results in the first year after
implementation. To include this aspect in our analysis, we can look at the investment over a number
of years.
Our total solution is, through our change proposals and value propositions, argued to shave a sum of
16 minutes off of the entire process. Spreading this amount of time equally over the four change
proposals means each one saves an average of 4 minutes. But the first year – when the initial
investment is performed – might not yield any concrete results at all. Changes are more likely to
occur gradually the coming years, as the efficiencies are realized practically. Let’s assume that each
year after implementation, each change proposal cuts one minute off of the process. The breakdown
would look like this:
Proposal
Reference Card
Emergency Card
Dictation
Test Results
Reference Card
Emergency Card
Dictation
Test Results
Reference Card
Emergency Card
Dictation
Test Results
Reference Card
Emergency Card
Dictation
Test Results

Year
1

2

3

4

Minutes Hours Saved Costs Saved Total
1
912,5
273 750 2 047 650
1
657
591 300
1
657
591 300
1
657
591 300
2
1825
547 500 4 095 300
2
1314
1 182 600
2
1314
1 182 600
2
1314
1 182 600
3
2735,5
821 250 6 142 950
3
1971
1 773 900
3
1971
1 773 900
3
1971
1 773 900
4
3650
1 095 000 8 190 600
4
2628
2 365 200
4
2628
2 365 200
4
2628
2 365 200

Table 7: Simplified sensitivity analysis showing the effects on hours and costs saved as the minutes variable is varied.
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Assuming a 1MSEK initial investment cost, summarizing the yearly progression would look like this:
Year Revenue
Cost
0
0 1 000 000
1 2 047 650
100 000
2 4 095 300
100 000
3 6 142 950
100 000
4 8 190 600
100 000
Table 8: Investment breakdown over 5 years.

Assuming a constant interest rate of 5%, plugging the values into the NPV equation,

∑(

)

will yield:

Which equals 18 120 476 SEK, or approximately 18 MSEK.
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10.2 Return on Investment
When looking at return on investment (ROI) of the solution, the below graph can be used as a
guideline. Depending on what the investment costs are, the amount of time varies as depicted.

Chart 7: Return on Investment (ROI); line graph showing how long it will take (in years) to regain the initial investment.
The mathematical proof is available in Appendix D.

If we assume that the initial investment will be, say 4 MSEK – the expected payback time would be
approximated to 18 months. If the initial investment was as low as 1 MSEK (as in previous examples),
the expected payback time would be shorter than one year. When the solution, after four years, has
reached its optimum efficiency, it will have generated 20 MSEK over this period of time (deducting
the 100 000 annual costs assumed).
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11 Discussion
This chapter contains a few relevant discussions which may tie up a few loose ends. Firstly,
we experiment with an idea of how to quantify the intangible values so far left outside of our
business case, by use of the Value-Process Framework. The main problems of the hospital’s
previous “mobile” solution are highlighted in correlation to our proposal. And lastly, a
discussion on – how to utilize the time savings our proposed changes create – follows.

11.1 Quantifying Intangible Value
There are different ways to evaluate IT investments. Perhaps the most common is that of traditional
cost-benefit analysis, which aims at quantifying and comparing tangible costs and benefits with each
other. For the intangibles, scoring matrixes or scorecards are often used when comparing two or
more similar investments. However, these methods make most sense in comparisons, and provide
no help when trying to quantify the actual value created by the intangibles
So when actually quantifying tangibles, measuring costs and revenues is easy. But quantifying
intangible benefits such as “customer satisfaction” is another story.

Figure 19: Value-Process Framework; broken down to divide tanginble and intangbile value.
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Z = Perceived Use Value
W1 = Intangible Value

X = Investment Costs (Development, infrastructure, and training)
W2 = Tangible Value

In this model we see the processes of value creation and value capturing as presented in the ValueProcess Framework discussed earlier in the paper. Here we have assumed that the Value created
from the mobile technology proposed, will yield a mixture of tangible and intangible values.
The first question is what scale to compare these two types of value on? We suggest in this
discussion that intangible values can be quantified monetarily, in a reverse engineering manner by
use of the Value-Process Framework. The term Perceived use value is defined as “the price that a
customer is prepared to pay for the product if there is a single source of supply” (Creating and
capturing value through e-business strategies: the value-process framework). So, assuming that
management (our “customer”) understand basic investment strategy, they will most likely see the
amount as e.g. the net present value of the investment. This gives us an approximate number for Z in
the model.
To find the Value created, we need to deduct the Costs. So to do this, we need to estimate how much
money the solution would cost to develop and implement, including areas such as personnel training
etc. Adding these elements together, we can define X in the model.
By logical deduction, the remaining sum of elements W1 and W2 must equal Z – X. And as the total
tangible value that our mobile solution creates is the sum of the value propositions we have created,
the final deduction tells us that W1 equals Z – X – W2.
Z = Value Created
W1 = Intangible Value
W2 = Tangible Value
Now, knowing the values of W1 and W2, we can use
the weightings to break W1 down further, in an
attempt to quantify its individual components.
Multiplying the value of W1 with the components’
weightings, returns the component’s relative portion of
the total intangible value created. These can then be
divided appropriately onto the consumer or producer
side of the value creation as seen in Figure 20,
depending on their specific effects.
In this way we can quantify the total intangible value,
as well as the major individual components of this
intangible value, that we believe our mobile solution
creates.
Continuing where we left off in our net present value
analysis, we can use what we concluded. But let’s start
by varying what we have assumed – the initial
Figure 20: Value-Process Framework; Value Capturing
process enlarged to depict how intangible values can be
allocated to consumer and produced.
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investment costs. We can see how the value created changes:
Investment: NPV:
Value Created:
1 000 000
18 120 476
17 120 476
2 000 000
17 120 476
15 120 476
3 000 000
16 120 476
13 120 476
4 000 000
15 120 476
11 120 476
5 000 000
14 120 476
9 120 476
6 000 000
13 120 476
7 120 476
Table 9: Data showing how the Value Created changes in relation to the NPV and Initial Investment cost.

If we assume that the Perceived Use Value is equal to the net present value, we can deduce that the
Value Created is the NPV minus the Initial Investment. The total value that our change proposal was
estimated to create is 8 508 150 SEK, or approximately 8.5 MSEK. From the table above we can see
that if the initial investment costs exceed 5 MSEK, we will no longer yield the value created that our
proposals indicate. Therefore, this investment should not be allowed to cost more than this.
So, if we allow the initial investment to be 5 MSEK, the NPV will be approximately 14 MSEK, and the
value created approximately 9 MSEK. Visualizing this in the Value-Process Framework, would look
like this:
In this way, we can see that the Value Created =Tangible Value + Intangible Value. And 500 000 SEK is
to be allocated to the intangible benefits the solution brings.
Applying a linear weighting for the five intangible values, this distribution for this specific case could
look as follows.
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Figure 21: Value-Process Framework; net present value analysis and value propositions applied.

Description:
High quality healthcare
Effective healthcare
Customer satisfaction
Good personnel cooperation
Doctor's personal gratification

Weighting: Value:
0,3 150000
0,25 125000
0,2 100000
0,15
75000
0,1
50000

Table 10: Weighting effects on intangible values' portion.

Now, these values can be allocated to the consumer or producer side as in the traditional ValueProcess Graph. All in the end do affect the, but some more than others:
Consumer Surplus: High quality healthcare and Customer satisfaction
Producer Surplus: Effective healthcare, Good personnel cooperation, and Doctor’s personal
gratification.

11.2 The Previous Mobile “Solution”
The hospital has previously experimented with another mobile solution: a wagon with a laptop
computer placed on top of it. When speaking with the personnel who had a chance to try the
implementation, a number of problems were brought to our attention.

Device Size
One thing that seemed to be bothering most users was the size. The device and its wagon was
approximately a meter and a half high, and 0.5 by 0.5 meters in width and depth. This made the
device hard to maneuver, and made it virtually impossible to bring through crowded spaces. One
employee described it well, although the particular example was from the ward and not the
emergency unit. She described how two doctors along with a couple of nurses tried to squeeze
themselves through a sanitary sluice alongside with the wagon – attempting to wash their hands,
rotating around the device in the air-locked room before visiting a patient infected with a viral
disease.
The device was simply too large, which we have taken into account when choosing the proper device
used this time around. A tablet device can come in a variety of different sizes; some can fit in your
pocket, and some are a bit too big for that. But all can be held in one hand, and are thinner and
lighter than a laptop, making it ideal for such situations.

Sanitation
Another issue mentioned was that of sanitation. When using the previous solution, keeping the
laptop clean was a problem. Keyboards are known for being bacterial hordes, as they basically trap
anything collected underneath the keys, making a proper sanitary wipe impossible unless
disassembling the entire product and wiping individual components. This can be a big problem when
doctors expose their hands to sick children during examinations and treatments, to later spread the
bacteria to the next unknowing user to use the laptop.
The device simply had too many irregularities in its physical formation, somewhat of the opposite of
a tablet device’s form. Most tablets are designed with very few nooks and crannies, with a solid
touchscreen on the front and a firm battery casing on the back. The only connectors are on the sides,
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the charger input on the bottom, and perhaps a headphone jack on top. We consider this device
therefore being the best suitable, as a disinfection spray could easily be used to wipe the screen after
usage.

Logging in & Out
The last problem mentioned was the fact that the current system is quite slow to login. As there was
only one mobile wagon, shared between the different work modules, this meant a lot of logging in
and out of the system. Wasting a few minutes before every usage was simply not popular, and really
a waste of time.
Logging into the actual installed system makes for a lot of initial loading, which we believe can be
bettered by use of a web-service. A web-service can be made lighter, and more computation can be
performed centrally, meaning less processing needs to be done on the device. Therefore, a server
with adequate power can minimize this wait, as well as the fact that we are proposing the acquiring
of several devices, meaning that they probably won’t need to log in and out as much in the first
place.

11.3 Utilizing the Time Savings
As described through our change proposal, the proposed solution will generate time savings in four
areas of the emergency process. We have in detail shown the relationship between salary and time,
and one interpretation of this result is that the personnel working hours can be reduced with the
amount of time saved. However, this is most likely not a realistic case, as the hospital needs a certain
amount of working personnel to ensure the safe operation of the unit. Nevertheless the time savings
are still there, the question is how will this be converted into something useful? As described in the
goal model, one of the hospitals goals are to reduce the time a patient spends in the process. The
proposed solution addresses this goal as the time savings are calculated per patient flowing through
the process. This reduction in time means that each patient will get through the process faster, and
the unit can handle additional patients with the same amount of resources. Further, the time saved
per patient can be used to accomplish other tasks as well, but these tasks are not described in detail
in this paper. To mention one, let’s look at the E-journals mentioned in the paper’s background. One
of the main critiques described by doctors using them was the lack of time for updating and
managing the patient journals. This can be a factor for care quality as the additional time generated
by the mobile solution can be distributed on the more remedial non-care-giving tasks that needs to
be done. Thus the time generated can also be used to increase the quality of the health care
provided, but this again is very hard to quantify and motivate economically.
In sum the solution generates more time, which can be used to both support the hospitals goals and
improve the health care quality. Lastly, on a more of a subjective note, the additional time will make
the often burdensome work environment more relaxed and enjoyable.
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12 Conclusion
Now that the analyses and discussion is presented, we have arrived at some final conclusions
of this research. In this chapter we summarize what we have presented in the previous
analysis chapters, and tie our findings back to the initial research questions we defined.
Equipping doctors and Triage-personnel with mobile tablet devices to allow them direct access to the
already existing IT-system, Take Care, through a web-based interface on the internal WLAN – can
yield a combination of both tangible and intangible benefits at Astrid Lindgrens Pediatric Hospital’s
Emergency Unit. If current estimates are met, these are the results:
Mobile Reference Cards
This change proposal can reduce time spent processing patients in the Triage by 3 minutes each. The
time saved over the course of a year can be estimated to reach 2 737.5 hours, which is equivalent to
821 500 SEK if converted to nurses’ salaries.
Mobile Emergency Cards
This change proposal can reduce time spent processing patients by doctors with 5 minutes each. The
time saved over the course of a year can be estimated to reach 3 285 hours, which is equivalent to
2 956 500 SEK if converted to doctors’ salaries.
Mobile Dictations
This change proposal can reduce time spent processing patients by doctors with 3 minutes each. The
time saved over the course of a year can be estimated to reach 1 971 hours, which is equivalent to
1 773 900 SEK if converted to doctors’ salaries.
Mobile Test Results
This change proposal can reduce time spent processing patients by doctors with 5 minutes each. The
time saved over the course of a year can be estimated to reach 3 285 hours, which is equivalent to
2 956 500 SEK if converted to doctors’ salaries.
The sum of the entire solution can yield a 16 min time reduction in patient processing, and if
converted to relevant salaries – lead to a costs savings of approximately 8.5 MSEK.
Several of the solution’s intangible values have also been defined, in a healthcare context, as
including the following components in order of importance:
“High quality” healthcare
1. High skill level amongst the personnel
2. Good communication amongst the personnel, and
3. Short waiting times for the patients.
"Effective" healthcare
1. Good usage of the hospital’s resources
2. Good flow-coordination amongst the work modules, and
3. High throughput of patients.
"Customer satisfaction"
1. Accurate information from personnel to patients
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2. High skill level amongst personnel, and
3. Short waiting times for the patients.
Good personnel "cooperation"
1. Good communication amongst the personnel
2. Good flow-coordination amongst work modules, and
3. High skill level amongst personnel.
Doctor's "personal gratification"
1. Good personnel cooperation,
2. High quality healthcare,
3. Customer satisfaction, and
4. Effective healthcare.
Throughout this paper we have been able to answer both our research questions in the form of a
feasibility study. Through our change proposals we have located four areas within this specific
healthcare unit where mobile technologies can be incorporated to make the process more efficient
and effective. These efficiency gains have then been defined and calculated throughout the
respective value propositions to show how the solution creates concrete business value for the
organization. Furthermore we have defined a few of the intangible values that we believe our
solution will create, weighted these to calculate their relative proportion of value by use of the
Value-Process Framework in our discussion. A classical Net Present Value and Return-on-Investment
analysis has also been performed to give an overview of our total solution and its overall business
value, resulting in a business case that makes it possible to communicate the total solution to
management.
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13 Concluding Remarks
When all is said and done, we will end the substantial part of this thesis with a few words on
what we would have done differently if more time had been available, and if we had known
then what we know now.
Future Work
The main issue with the research conducted throughout this thesis was the time available. Our
contact at the hospital was very much helpful in giving us what we needed, so access to knowledge
and information was really not a problem. Having had more time however, this study could have
been extended in several ways:
-

The process description and analysis could have been extended to cover both the emergency
unit and the actual wards at Astrid Lindgrens Pediatric Hospital. The hospital requested us to
do this, because they thought that our solution could bring great benefits to the entire
hospital. Having accurate measurements in time, obtained through a longer period of
observation of the entire organization, would give us a more holistically encompassing
perspective. But time was definitely a limiting factor in our decision to restrict our study in
this manner at this time.

-

The process description could be made much more detailed. Initially, we were hoping to be
able to obtain accurate time measurements on how long it took to perform the different
steps in the model. This would then act as the ground work for a possible proof-of-concept,
where we could see in more detail what time savings our solution could actually bring. Being
able to compare the present with possible future scenario in this way, would give us much
more concrete proof on how our solution could actually benefit the organization. For a
proper investigation in this manner however, time would need to be much extended.

The figures used to estimate costs for development, training and so forth, could have been real.
What we have done is a pre-study, theoretically investigating the benefits our solution might bring.
But having accurate numbers, and obtaining more details and a broader scope as discussed in the
above two points, making it more of a pilot study – would make our results more complete, concrete,
and realistic.
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Appendix A: UML Activity Diagrams
Current State
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Future State
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Appendix B: Questionnaire
Undersökning: Vilka begrepp hör ihop?
Undersökningens syfte
Vi är två studenter ifrån Data- & Systemvetenskapliga Institutionen på Stockholms Universitet som
utför vårt examensarbete. Vi undersöker hur mobila teknologier kan användas för att generera värde
för: Er som personal, era patienter, och verksamheten i sin helhet. Att mäta kostnader är lätt, men
vad tycker egentligen människorna? Om Ni vill hjälpa oss reda ut det, så svara på dessa fem frågor,
helt anonymt!
Informationsbehandling
Den informationen som ni lämnar här är helt anonym, och kommer endast att användas i vårt
examensarbete. Svaren kommer att aggregeras, så att ett genomsnittligt svar kan hjälpa oss reda ut
dessa fem något abstrakta koncepts betydelser.
Instruktioner
Kryssa i de 3 mest passandet begreppen för varje fråga! Är det något du anser saknas som är
viktigare, kryssa då den tomma raden och skriv ditt tillägg bredvid.
1. ”Hög kvalitet” på sjukvård?
Hög kompetens
Få felaktiga prognoser
Korta väntetider
Bra kommunikation
Bra flödeskoordination
____________________________________
2. ”Effektivt” arbete inom sjukvård?
Låga kostnader
Bra resursanvändning
Högt genomflöde av patienter
Få klagomål
Bra flödeskoordination
____________________________________
3. ”Kundnöjdhet” efter ett besök på sjukhuset?
Korta väntetider
Korrekt information
Trevlig personal
Hög kompetens
Få klagomål
____________________________________

4. Bra ”samarbete” inom personalen?
Bra kommunikation
1

Bra flödeskoordination
Korta väntetider
Hög kompetens
Få felaktiga diagnoser
___________________________________
5. Läkarens ”personliga tillfredsställelse” med jobbet?
Hög kvalitet på vården
Ett effektivt arbetssätt
Hög kundnöjdhet
Bra samarbete inom personalen
____________________________________
Tack för din medverkan! Enkäten lämnar du i lådan här bredvid.
Belöna sedan dig själv med hjälp av kakburken här bredvid!
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Appendix C: Interview Transcripts
Ericsson, Yvonne Chou
Yvonne: Hello
Fredrik: Hello Yvonne, this is Fredrik and Johan from Stockholm University.
Johan: Hi Yvonne
Yvonne: Hi, can you hear me clearly?
Fredrik: Yes.
Johan: Are you hearing us?
Yvonne: Great.
Johan: Perfect.
Fredrik: We were going to ask first of all if we can record this for transcription purposes?
Yvonne: Sure.
Fredrik: OK, have you had a chance to read through the questions I sent you yesterday?
Yvonne: Yep, I have.
Fredrik: OK. Well, for starters.. Just out of curiosity I would like to ask about the project at Gleneagles
Hospital in Singapore that we’ve been reading on the Internet about. We were wondering if you had
any idea why nobody knows anything about it or what might have happened to it?
Yvonne: OK. That project was in 2005, if I remember clearly. That was using our first generation of
health-kit. Since then, we have decided to actually go back to the RnD room to refine it further based
on our studies during that trial, and also for another trial in Euro. And since then we have relaunched our product in July last year. So that project is only a trial – it didn’t actually go into
commercial.
Fredrik: OK. So, from what we understand there is an ongoing exploration at a hospital in [censored].
Perhaps you could just briefly tell us a little bit about that.
Yvonne: OK, basically we actually got in touch with one of the hospitals there that is actually
providing cardiac treatment for the [censored] population. Basically they have a joint venture with
the public hospital to provide cardiac care for patients in [censored]. They have some challenges in
terms of the workflow. When patients have a cardiac arrest, when they call up the ambulance, they
are actually being transferred to the public hospital before they are actually sent to the private
hospital for treatment. So this process actually causes a lot of challenges within the two hospitals in
terms of using the resources and also the time taken to really treat the patients. So they decided to
explore whether mobile healthcare could be a means for them to actually expedite the process of
giving treatment to patients with cardiac arrest.
Fredrik: OK, and how far along is this project?
Yvonne: It’s still initial. Basically we have done proof-of-concept on an ambulance with the two
hospitals. They are quite happy with it, so we are discussing whether to actually go commercial or to
have further trials on it.
Fredrik: OK. Well moving on then to our area. We are very interested in how you measure the
business values that come out of these m-Health solutions. So the first question is – which are the
most commonly mentioned business values when you discuss benefits from your m-Health
solutions?
Yvonne: Actually it depends on different people that you talk to in a healthcare site. When you talk
to the public hospital and when you talk to then private hospital it’s completely different business
values that you are talking about. But the main benefits that we bring across is usually to reduce the
healthcare resource shortages, to reduce long waiting times, high spending in terms of treating for
examples chronically ill patients, how to actually resolve aging population, how to reduce hospital
admissions, reduce care costs for patients, how to actually provide better care, and also how to
enforce patient empowerment. There is a lot of wellness talk in Singapore, targeting mainly the aging
population. So wellness prevention instead of treatment that is also one of the benefits that we have
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been driving across in this region. And also rural healthcare, that is also very popular because southeast Asia has a lot of emerging markets.
Fredrik: So most of these sound quite quantifiable and tangible in terms of cost. But I heard you
mention actually getting better care, which is definitely an intangible benefit then.
Yvonne: Yeah, that’s right.
Fredrik: So besides the actual quality of the care, are there any other common intangible benefits
that you would like to mention as well?
Yvonne: It is usually better care, and also quality of life for the patients. These two are the intangible
ones typically.
Fredrik: What about for doctors and personnel working at the hospital, what about their benefits?
Yvonne: That is a very good question. Usually we only use it from the perspective of helping them
reduce the healthcare shortages or resource shortages in the hospital. We didn’t specifically look at
the doctors themselves or the benefits we bring across to them. Usually when they see how the tools
are going to benefit the patients, they immediately translate that to benefits for themselves. That is
based on some of the surveys that we have done. We have done a couple of trials in the region on
the health-kit, and we actually interviewed both the patients and the nurses and doctors. So when
they feel that they are used to the tools, and when the feedback from the patients is good, they
immediately feel that this benefits them in that sense.
Fredrik: Yeah, so some kind of personal satisfaction for the doctors as well when things are working
as planned.
Yvonne: That’s right. How do you suggest we translate that better?
Fredrik: It is a problem, and that is what we are really trying to find out here – how to get these really
intangible quality-based benefits translated into actual numbers. And usually, it’s an equation that
somehow equates to something related to the patient in the end I think.
Yvonne: OK. Have you actually done the study in terms of how much time a doctor is spending per
patient?
Fredrik: Not really actually. We are basing our study upon a previous research which has had this
kind of measurements and such. But not ours specifically in that sense no.
Yvonne: I understand.
Fredrik: But this leads us into our next question here. Typically when you define and measure
tangible value such as costs and things like that it – it’s pretty easy to calculate numbers but – how
do you go about quantifying the intangible value?
Yvonne: We actually use the form of surveys to chart out percentages in terms of people being
satisfied in the tools that were introduced, to actually measure that.
Johan: And when you say people, do you mean the doctors or the patients or both?
Yvonne. Both. So for example we will ask them questions like “Do you think this will actually improve
your quality of life?”, “Do you think this is actually user-friendly for you?”, “Would you be using it
frequently?” and things like that.
Fredrik: Yeah. A typical way of quantifying such a very qualitative thing would be to say count the
number of error-reports or complaints and such, and try to reverse engineer the figure somehow.
But you don’t work in this way then I suppose.
Yvonne: It’s a bit tough because mobile health is something very new. And the number of patients
that is being introduced in a trial is challenging to be a lot. So to measure based on error-numbers is
a bit difficult.
Fredrik: Yeah, yeah. OK, so when you approach these projects, like the one in [censored] – do you
consider it necessary to reengineer the business processes to which you apply the m-Health
solutions?
Yvonne: When you are talking about the business processes, you are talking about the workflows
within the healthcare - is that what you mean?
Fredrik: Yes, that’s what I mean – all the workflows, information flows – the entire processes.
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Yvonne: Yes, definitely. We actually look at the existing one and try to improve it. We don’t change it
completely, because we don’t want to change the existing way of working. Because getting them to
accept a new technology is really challenging, but getting them to use a totally new process is even
worse. So we try to use the existing one but fine-tune it.
Fredrik: Yeah, incremental changes so that people can come along.. So when you map out these
processes, workflows and such, what type of modeling techniques do you use to make these?
Yvonne: We don’t actually use any specific techniques. We actually just use whatever they have and
redefine it based upon what we are introducing.
Fredrik: OK. So Ericsson doesn’t have a specific modeling language such as UML or alike?
Yvonne: We do have for software implementation and SI for big projects. But the mobile health-kit
that we are introducing is a very simple solution, and the business model or the business process for
different hospital or healthcare sectors is very different, based on their different needs. Some are
using it for targeting chronically ill patients, some are using it for wellness perspectives, some are
using it for rural healthcare, some are using it like the [censored] case for emulatory workflow
basically. So, it will be different for different countries and different healthcare and providers. So
there isn’t actually a specific technique, you just have to go in and really understand what they have,
and then just improve it from there.
Fredrik: Yes, I agree. The main point is that you understand it and you can communicate it to all the
necessary parties.
Yvonne: Of course.
Fredrik: But so when you make some kind of business maps, or you use their existing ones.. Do you
look at the business as a whole or concentrate on specific areas that you think are relevant for the
solution?
Yvonne: At this point in time we are only concentrating on the parts that are relevant for the
solution. Because we are still very new in the healthcare site and we are more in-tune with the
telecom site, as you know Ericsson is a telecom vendor. Moving forward, we hope to move beyond
just what we are offering today.
Fredrik: OK. So, from Ericsson’s point of view – what do you typically see as the main goals for
implementing a m-Health-solution?
Yvonne: Do you mean from the customer side?
Fredrik: No I mean from your side, obviously you are trying to make money and so on but what are
the main objective when you implement such a solution?
Yvonne: I’m not sure if you have heard about this 50-billion-connected-devices program that we are
driving across the region.
Fredrik: No.
Yvonne: Ok, this is part our 50-billion-connected-devices vision that we have. We believe that by
2015 there will be 50 billion connected devices world-wide. And healthcare, we believe, is one of the
key sectors that will drive the 50-billion-connected-devices. We are also focusing on the new
[censored] transport and so forth as well, they are different sectors. Driving the m-Health connected
devices is one of our goals in our 50-billion-connected-devices vision.
Fredrik: So in other words, you – as Ericsson – could be the initiator of this type of project. You can
approach a hospital and say that “We have an idea for you”, or is it always the hospital that comes to
you and asks for help in this type of investments?
Yvonne: It goes in two ways. Sometimes we go through the government, the Ministry of Health.
Sometimes we go directly to the healthcare site. Sometimes it was introduced to us from the
operators, and sometimes the hospitals saw us in some event and approached us. So, it depends.
Fredrik: OK. So when you build the business cases for these investments – how do you typically
structure a business case for this? Are there any differences from other project types?
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Yvonne: It’s actually quite different for different cases, because there are so many Use Cases for
mobile health. So we typically focus on the needs and challenges first, and then use that as means to
find, for example whether it could be savings or new revenue streams, for the healthcare sectors.
Fredrik: I suppose these would also be the most important parts then in a business case..
Yvonne: Yeah.
Fredrik: ..building upon the requirements. And how do you visualize the Return on Investment etc, to
get management to actually accept this? How do you show them that this is a good investment?
Yvonne: Do you mean Ericsson’s management or the healthcare providers’?
Fredrik: Yeah, well both are interesting, if you could and know, just briefly..
Yvonne: Basically, justifying to the management of the healthcare providers is usually simple.
Unfortunately they may not be the ones that believe that they should come up with the money to
invest. So in the healthcare sector, there is a lot of talk of getting funding, either from the Ministry of
Health or from the health insurance and so forth. So actually, that part is the complicated part of the
whole mobile health business. Getting the blessings of the management is easy, but getting the
money to invest in mobile health is challenging.
Fredrik: Yeah, as in any investment is suppose, but m-Health being a pretty new area I suppose it is
even harder.
Yvonne: I think healthcare sites are quite confusing in terms of where the money is coming from,
even for traditional healthcare business and IT-investments. If you go to events and so forth there is
always this talk of who should pay, so it's a common topic within the healthcare business.
Fredrik: OK, so going back to the actual value, the use value and such. Do you use any type of
theoretical textbook model when you measure or illustrate this value that the solutions create?
Yvonne: No we don't. What kind of theoretical model are you purposing to use?
Fredrik: Right now we are looking at the Value-Process Framework, it’s a way of illustrating the value
that goes to the customer and the value that goes to the supplier. The problem with it is that it is not
very accurate - it's theoretical purely and you can't really quantify things in it - which is what we are
trying to achieve in our research. A way of actually quantifying and visualizing the value that these
solutions create, so that we can go to management and say "look this is how much we are going to
get back and this time".
Yvonne: Actually if you look at the clinical trials that most of the healthcare sector do. The numbers
that are generated from these clinical trials should be quantifiable enough to build a business case
and justify the savings or revenues and so forth. Have you actually looked at those?
Fredrik: Well...
Yvonne: I’m not sure whether those are actual models, but I have seen numbers which look quite
justifiable. That seems to be the practice that they are using in the healthcare sector.
Fredrik: Ok, no we haven't really gotten that far yet I suppose, but we see a slight whole in how this
intangible values are... I mean you say “surveys and level of satisfaction” and such but how do they
actually translate into the revenue streams that is where we don't see the connection quite. I mean
there is a, we can always guess, but real numbers are hard to get out of “levels of satisfaction” or
“quality of health”.
Yvonne: Ok, so you are talking about intangible benefits that you are trying to quantify then?
Fredrik: Yeah mainly, the tangible ones are pretty straight forward. It’s these soft values that are
hard.
Yvonne: I understand, that is difficult.
Johan: We were wondering a bit what kind of technology is this mobile technology based upon, is it
like Smartphone's or...? What is the infrastructure behind your m-Health solution?
Yvonne: Basically its mobile data that we are using. We have seven sensors: one blood pressure, one
pulse oximeter, three ECG's and one peak flow meter, and a weighing scale. All of these
communicate to a com-device via Bluetooth, and the com-device will talk to a radio network using
GPRS, 3G or 4G. At the backend there is web interface for the doctors and nurses to actually login to
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remotely monitor the patients. It could be that the patients monitor their own vitals as well. That is
basically how the solution works.
Johan: And these sensors are mainly located within an ambulance unit, or are there mobile doctor
teams visiting patients in rural areas?
Yvonne: They can be used in any forms. All these sensors can be used ether by a visiting nurse going
to a rural village, and that could be a health-kit on its own. Or there could be a mobile doctor for the
whole rural village. It could be used by chronic patients who are discharged from hospitals, and every
day at home they would take their vitals, and then there doctors can remotely manage them, when
something happens or their blood pressure is too high, a threshold is reached and an alarm would be
triggered to the doctor or nurses for attention. It could be in an ambulance, instead of carrying very
heavy machines - ECG machines are very huge - they could bring this health-kit along with them and
take the measurements and decide with the doctors in charge where to send the patients to for the
best treatment.
Fredrik: It sounds a lot like another project that we read about in Bangladesh actually, which I think
they called an e-health solution - but it seems to be more of a mobile health solution - where they
drive out these cars or trucks out to the rural areas and do exactly what you are been speaking of
here.
Yvonne: Yeah, but in our case it is just a bag, no bigger then your laptop bag.
Fredrik: Oh really?
Yvonne: Yeah, it is very, very portable.
Fredrik: You said that it’s really hard to get people to change the way they work and apply
themselves to new technology and such. Do you have a structured change management process
where you address these issues?
Yvonne: In Ericsson we do have a change management process for every solution that we sell to the
customer. But I think the question that you are asking is really getting the users adopting new
technologies, am I right?
Fredrik: Yes, yes.
Yvonne: We haven't actually looked that far yet, because m-Health is such new technology. However
in some of the trials and research that we have done, we noticed that age is a critical factor when it
comes to adopting new technology. We’ve done trials where the patients are between for example
15 and 40 years old, and the response from the survey in terms of adopting mobile health is
fantastic. And then we had a another trial where the patients were between 15 and 80 years old, and
in that trial the satisfaction level is still there but is slightly less than with patients that are younger.
So I guess what we learned from this process is that there is allot of handholding that needs to be
done, a lot of education that needs to be introduced before you push a new technology to for
example the older generation. Because we planned the same amount of training for both set of
patients, so we realized that maybe the older generations are not so savvy when it comes to
adopting technologies - it could be resistance to change. Even the doctors themselves who are
slightly older may resist adopting technologies like this, although it does improve their overall
management of the patients itself. That was something that we've learned. But we haven't actually
defined a structured change management process.
Fredrik: The project that we are trying to get working her is actually internal to a hospital where we
give doctors some type of tab or pad, or whatever you want to call it, that they can enter information
straight into the system through, instead of printing out these cards that they manually write on, to
then go back to their desks and write again and again.. We want to put it all into a central solution
that they can actually have in their pocket. But one of the things that we get back is that the doctors
still want to have this handwriting function, they just cannot work with a keyboard in that sense
and... we’re not sure how we’re going to get around that at all.
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Yvonne: I have heard about of such comments in some events here. I've heard that in Japan they
even hire nurses that stand beside the doctors to actual do the data entry for them. It is quite funny,
but I guess they can afford it in Asia because personnel are cheaper.
That is a big challenge in healthcare which is why e-health has not actually taken of, if you have gone
to the events and really listen to them, they all say that e-health has failed which is why they should
all go and help explain to the people that are not very IT-savvy that - you need e-health before mHealth can take off. I think from the healthcare sector there is a lot of resistance to adopt
technologies, not just resistant to change it could be political reasons as well. Because a doctor raised
a very valid comment – Before, if a patient needed to visit me he made an appointment and I
charged him for the hour that I saw him. Now when a patient sends me a SMS – how should I charge
them? Should I respond to them? Where is my hundred dollar bill going to come from in the future if
I start accepting all these emails, SMS, mobile phone calls? Does that mean that in the middle of the
night I have to pick up a call from them?
Fredrik: Yeah, and also a lot of the test that you are talking about in this mobile kit are actually being
done by the system and the doctor is not actually doing the work, but rather the interpretation of the
situation.
Yvonne: Yeah.
Fredrik: [censored]
Yvonne: [censored]
Fredrik: Looking at all of these collectively - have you faced any reoccurring problems or pitfalls when
doing these projects?
Yvonne: Yeah, how to translate into commercial. We don’t implement, yeah, that is the biggest
challenge. Getting funding!
Fredrik: If you flip the coin, what would you consider the top three critical success factors in these
projects that you’ve performed?
Yvonne: The top three critical success factors are:
1. These projects must be addressing a certain need or challenge that the healthcare provider is
facing.
2. The benefits should preferably be quantifiable. And,
3. You really need to spend time to review the current process and find ways to simplify it.
Don’t try to reinvent it and really take time to get input from the users as well.
Johan: I was wondering about the timeline for implementing such a project, how long does it take to,
from the go-ahead from the healthcare provider until the project is installed and in use - what is the
timeline we are talking about here?
Yvonne: If we are talking about just the mobile health-kit itself, it is very, very fast - it takes one to
two weeks.
Johan: Alright.
Yvonne: But if we are talking about connecting to the backend, the existing care-backend. It really
depends on how flexible there backend is, and ready for integration.
Fredrik: So on average - you were speaking about three four projects like these - how long have they
been from the idea to the actual running solution?
Yvonne: For trials two weeks three weeks, it’s very easy. For real implementations probably three to
six months, or more, depending.
Johan: Alright..
Fredrik: I think we are running out of questions here. Do you have anything interesting to add?
Yvonne: No, I hope I’ve answered your questions.
Fredrik: [censored]
Yvonne: [censored]
Fredrik: [censored]
Yvonne: [censored]
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Fredrik: OK. Then thank you very much Yvonne for taking your time and participating in this
interview.
Yvonne: No worries. Good luck!
Fredrik: Thank you.
Johan. Thank you. Bye!
Yvonne: Bye!
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Ericsson, Claes Ödman
Claes: Claes Ödman?
Fredrik: Tjena Claes, det är Fredrik här ifrån Stockholms Universitet.
Claes: Jamen tjena.
Fredrik: Hur är läget, ringer vi opassande?
Claes: Nejdå, det går bra. Vänta lite jag tror jag sätter er på högtalare här bara.
Fredrik: Absolut.
Claes: Så, hör ni mig?
Fredrik: Jaa då.
Claes: Bra.
Fredrik: Tänkte börja med att fråga om du har haft en chans att titta igenom frågorna jag skickade
över idag.
Claes: Jaa det har jag gjort. Jag kollade på dem lite tidigare.
Fredrik: Känns det som att det är någonting du har lite kunskap om?
Claes: I delar möjligen, det är ju mer riktat till en kund eller en leverantör sett ur mitt perspektiv.
Fredrik: Ja, absolut.
Claes: Men jag kan inte påstå att vi har några djupa insikter i vad vi kallar mobile health som så, men
vi tittar ju lite på området.
Fredrik: Ja, och det behöver ju vara just mobila lösningar, utan det är ju mest det genomgående
värde-tänket som vi är ute efter egentligen.
Claes: Ok.
Fredrik: Är det ok om vi spelar in det här så att vi kan transkribera det?
Claes: Jaa då.
Fredrik: Va bra. Jaha, men du kanske kan börja med att berätta lite vem du är och vad du sysslat med
och så?
Claes: Jag är ansvarig för det som kallas för ”Engagement Practises”, så vår Sälj och Lösnings
organisation då kan man säga, för regionen Northern Europe och Central Asia – vilket innebär
Norden, Baltikum, och den forna Sovjetunionen enkelt uttryckt.
Fredrik: Ok. Har du varit involverad i sådana här mobila lösningar, eller vad har du för position inom
implementeringen av sådana här lösningar?
Claes: Jaa om vi ska dra något health-specifikt så har jag ju folk hos mig som tittar på det och som
även har varit involverade i det, dvs. de projekt där det funnits intresse av den typen av lösning, men
jag är ju inte någon direkt expert på något sätt.
Fredrik: Ok. Men första fråga är väl såhär lite generellt – när man pratar om sådana här lösningar,
eller lösningar i allmänhet som är mobila, vad är det för typer av värde man använder när man ska
övertala någon och säga det här är vad den här lösningen skapar?
Claes: Om vi tar den här typen av lösningar, och man tittar på mobile health, så är det ju på något
sätt, enkelt uttryckt så är det väl – ”better patient outcomes” så att säga, alltså högre kvalitet i
vården på något sätt, till lägre kostnad. Och det verkar ju vara någonting som de flesta inom
healthcare ägnar ganska mycket tid åt att fundera på i och med att, jaa någon kombination av att det
finns – i princip nästan allting går att behandla, men det är väldigt dyrt att behandla. Så att kostnaden
ökar bara av den anledningen, samtidigt så blir fler äldre och därmed fler sjuka. Och någon har
skatteintäkter som i bästa fall är konstanta, så det är en ganska risig situation, där alla är intresserade
av olika sätt att förbättra det man gör men..
[Call Dropped]
Claes: Hallå?
Fredrik: Jag ber om ursäkt jag tror att vårat nät dog här. Så vi provar via vanliga mobilen istället.
Claes: Aa hehe.
Fredrik: Förlåt, nu klippte vi dig i mitten här.
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Claes: Jaa jag vet inte vart vi var, nej men enkelt uttryckt så finns det ett behov av att förbättra
vården samtidigt som man minskar kostnaderna då. Och antalet vårdtagare växer ständigt i den här
typen av arbeten. Det stora tänket är väl att dels så att säga, förbättra processerna inom eller hos
vårdgivaren, men även att hitta sätt att flytta ut..
[Loud Ring]
Fredrik: Hoppsan!
Claes: Aa det var någon som ringer in i konferensrummet där jag sitter.
Fredrik: Ok. Men då säger du högre kvalitet och lägre kostnader.
Claes: Jaa det är ju en vanlig attityd i det mesta.
Fredrik: Ja men det är ju väldigt klassiskt sådär. Men då skulle man ju kunna säga att den högre
kvaliteten är ett väldigt svårmätt eller abstrakt värde, medans lägre kostnader är ju definitivt
någonting man kan mäta och så. Men, om vi skulle fokusera då t ex på ”högre kvalitet” – hur skulle ni
normalt definiera eller mäta det i en sådan här lösning?
Claes: Då måste man ju erkänna att vi gör ju i dagsläget lite sällan sådana här lösningar, så att man
skulle mäta kvalitet, det tror jag inte.. Alltså det blir ju bara spekulationer men jag försöker tänka på
när man gör liknande.. Jag tror ju att man faller tillbaka på att man tittar på om man har uppnått de
process-förbättringar som man syftade till. Och de därmed följande kostnadsminskningarna då. Det
är svårare att mäta någon ökad patientnöjdhet, och jag vet inte vilken mån sjukhus ägnar sig åt det.
Fredrik: Nej det är ju det, de vi pratade med i Singapore som höll på med ett projekt i [censored] – de
sa att för att fånga de här lite mer abstrakta värdena så använde de sig utav enkäter och
frågeställningar till patienterna då. ”Här, sätt på en skala från 1 till 5 hur nöjd du är.” Och det är väl
någon sådan modell vi letar lite efter att komma fram till. Att man även ska få in de här abstrakta
delarna som ofta är en stor del, speciellt på vården, och anledningen till att ett sjukhus kanske skulle
vilja implementera en sådan här lösning. Men, ni har inget sådant heller då direkt, utstakat..?
Claes: Nee, ja menar den frågan är väl nästan bättre ställt till sjukhuset självt? Ja vet inte vad de
svarar då.
Fredrik: Nej det tragiska är ju att det är ingen som vet de, och det är det vi tycker är så spännande
här.
Claes: Men det förvånar mig inte, varför skulle de mäta de?
Fredrik: Det gör ju att folk kommer tillbaka, ok kanske inte till sjukhuset som så, men som en
organisation i allmänhet. Om du har en hög kundnöjdhet så får du ju ofta flera kunder.
Claes: Men alla affärsdrivande verksamheter som har ett intresse utav att kunderna kommer tillbaka,
de mäter ju sådant. Men ett sjukhus i Sverige åtminstone, är ju inte affärsdrivande. Och de vill ju
helst att kunderna aldrig ska komma tillbaka, det är ju bäst för dem eftersom kunderna presenterar
en kostnad.
Fredrik: Absolut, men vänd på det då. Internt, om man ser på t ex läkare och sjuksystrar som får ett
bättre sätt att arbeta och på så sätt trivs bättre med sitt jobb och så, så kan det ju vara värt för
sjukhuset att ha en sådan lösning.
Claes: Jaa, och det är möjligt att man i Singapore t ex har den typen av överväganden, men i Sverige
tror jag faktiskt inte att man har det.
Fredrik: Det skiljer sig nog lite. Men om vi tittar allmänt på sådana här lösningar som du varit med i –
när ni effektiviserar arbetsprocesser och så, tittar ni på hela process-flödet eller tar ni bara specifika
delar där ni tror att ni kan påverka på något sätt.
Claes: Nej då tar vi bara specifika delar. Annars så hamnar man ju i att man blir någon form av
management konsult eller process konsult för healthcare industrin då. Och det är ju klart, det är ju en
position man potentiellt skulle kunna ta, men jag tror inte att vi är redo för det.
Fredrik: Nej ok. När ni effektiviserar sådana här processer då – har ni någon specifik
modelleringsteknik som ni använder när ni kartlägger osv?
Claes: Inte som jag känner till. Men de som ägnar sig åt sådant, de har ju en verktygslåda som de tar
med sig. Så att det är nog beroende på både vem det är på vår sida, och på hur kunden vill jobba.
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Fredrik: Precis, huvudsaken är ju oftast att man kan kommunicera det man försöker få fram.
Claes: Ja.
Fredrik: Ok, är det normalt ni som kommer in med ett förslag till ett sådant här system eller är det
kunder som söker sig till er?
Claes: Det kan vara kunder som söker sig till oss. Jag tror t o m att det finns tre olika fall. Det ena är
telekomoperatörer som vill erbjuda någon typ av m-Health lösning då. Antingen har man ett
erbjudande mot sjukhus eller så har man ett erbjudande mot konsument. Och sådana har jag ju sett
exempel på i USA, där ett gäng erbjuder en lösning som kontrollerar att man har tagit sina tabletter
och så, och de riktar sig ju till konsumenter. Men som sagt var, det kan även vara att operatören vill
ta en större del av värdet eller kommunikationen hos sjukhus. Sedan har vi andra då där vi mer på
något sätt har diskussionen med myndigheter, regulatorer, regeringar i landet, som vill investera i
framförallt skulle jag säga fast infrastruktur, t ex fiber. De är då intresserade av vad för typ av
applikationer skulle kunna utnyttja ett sådant förbättrat bredbandsnät. Och då är ju healthcare en
sådan som ofta kommer upp. Och slutligen kan det ju vara så att man vänder sig direkt till sjukhus då,
men det tror jag är betydligt mer sällan. De exempel som jag känner till där vi gör det direkt är
framförallt i Kroatien, där vi har ett hälftenägt bolag som är mer utav en enterprise som har tagit
fram lösningar för det här då, inklusive olika sensorer med Bluetooth konnektivitet till någon central
hub.
Fredrik: Det låter spännande, Kroatien säger du?
Claes: Jaa – Ericsson Nikola Tessla.
Fredrik: Ok. Men så det kan vara åt båda hållen då alltså – det kan komma förslag från er, kanske
mindre sällan, men även att de söker sig till er. Men när ni bygger ett business case till en sådan här
lösningar, vad anser du är det mest viktiga delarna man vill få med där och kommunicera till kunden?
Claes: Jag kan inte tillräckligt mycket om området, och de grejer vi har gjort för att kunna säga det.
Men jag tror inte att det finns någon liksom mall för att nu tittar vi på det här, utan det blir en
process tillsammans med kunderna så att säga, enkelt utryckt bygga ett business case för det man vill
göra då. Då får man titta på både då eventuellt ökade intäkter, hur relevant det nu är i det här fallet, i
andra länder än Sverige kan det ju vara det, och att man på olika sett ökar kvalitén då. Och så är ju
fråga hur mäter man det? Men jag menar att på något sätt se att fler människor får en positiv
outcome av den vård de får - det är ju någonting, men sedan kanske det är svårt att sätta pengar på.
Och så slutligen naturligtvis titta på kostnader då.
Fredrik: Ja, och så antar jag någon form av return on investment ingår också?
Claes: Ja.
Fredrik: Ja, nä men då så ska vi se. Men vad är det för typer av sådana här lösningar ni har gjort - vad
är det för teknologi och information ni behandlar generellt?
Claes: Det vi har gjort som jag har sett är framförallt det här Nicola Tessla, om vi ska prata om något
vi gjort in real life så att säga. Det har till exempel blodtrycksmätare, syremätare och annat, som via
Bluetooth kopplas till någon central hubb, som sedan kommunicerar med en mjukvara i bakändan
som gör att man kan följa upp en patient i hemmet på ett sett som man normalt bara kan göra på ett
sjukhus. Man kan på så sätt skicka hem dem tidigare.
Fredrik: Det är altså riktat mot hemmet då? Hos patienterna?
Claes: Som jag har uppfattat det så är det riktat mot sjukhus, och sjukhusen använder det sedan mot
hemmet.
Fredrik: För de projekten vi fick höra om i till exempel [censured], det var att de åkte runt med en
väska i princip som gör lite av det du sa. Men ok, då är det något som placeras i hemmet det här då.
Claes: Ja det är det, men nu när du säger, vi har även gjort en del försök i Indien där vi har använt
mobilt bredband för att låta folk i fattiga byar komma till en central punkt, och ha en video konferens
med en läkare och även få beskriva sina symptom. Och få någon form av hjälp, även om det är
minimalt.
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Fredrik: Ok, och du sa att det finns ingen mall sådär, så då ska jag inte fråga dig om någon
strukturerad förändringsprocess kanske men.
Claes: Ja alltså, jag är inte rätt man att svara på det, men det är klart att vi har en strukturerad
process, och den är generell, och inte industrispecifik egentligen.
Fredrik: Ok, om man ska hårddra det lite, och säga att om du fick välja tre stycken framgångsfaktorer
till något sådant här, vilka skulle det vara?
Claes: Generellt, för den här affären, eller för en sådan här lösning?
Fredrik: För en sådan här lösning, men inte någon specifik kanske.
Claes: Det här blir min egen spekulation då men jag tror att det som är viktigt är faktiskt att man.. För
det första får man välja mellan, det pågår någonting som man pratar om som ”consumerization of
healthcare”, alltså att vi gör mer och mer som individer alltså utan att gå via ett sjukhus. Min egen
blodtrycks mätare, jag kanske kopplar upp den till Google Health eller vad nu det heter, där jag kan
spara data och så vidare. Det första man får skilja på det är väl om det är den marknaden man vill åt,
för den är ju högst relevant för en telekomoperatör utan att egentligen behöva gå via ett sjukhus.
Det är ju att gå in på sjukhus, och då är man ju inne i en verksamhet där läkaren eller
vårdinstitutionen har ett mer eller mindre legalt, men i alla fall ett väldigt tydligt ansvar för
patienten. Det tycker jag ställer helt andra krav på tillförlitligheten och så vidare på den utrustning
man ställer ut, och den utrustningens konnektivitet med någon form av central. Men om man antar
att det är den marknaden som är intressant, då tror jag att tillförlitlighet är otroligt viktigt. Ska du
skicka hem folk och på något sätt monitorera dem i hemmet måste det finnas en lösning som är
väldigt robust och som du kan lita på oavsett vad som händer. Sedan tror jag att det är väldigt viktigt
att förstå de problem som ett sjukhus har, så att man har någon form av domänkompetens för att
hantera de mjuka faktorerna. Och slutligen så tror jag, och det här är ju väldigt mycket av en hypotes,
men jag tror att utmaningen som jag har sett i Västeuropa är ju att man har ett finansieringsproblem.
På något sätt så sitter man med utrustning som kanske är ganska gammal, man inser att man
behöver förbättra både den och sina processer, men man har svårt att hitta pengarna för att ta de
investeringar som krävs. Jag tror att en finansieringsmodell som på något sätt låter en ta kostnaden
över tiden skulle vara väldigt intressant för denhär industrin.
Fredrik: Ja det sa de i Singapore också, att det är svårt att hitta vem som skall betala för det här
egentligen. Slutligen då, några typiska problem som man kan stöta på, vad är din erfarenhet? Det är
ju ett problem då att hitta pengar och finansiera, men vidare?
Claes: Ett inte helt ovanligt problem som jag gissar gäller även här, är ju att vi kommer från något
teknikperspektiv och har en massa roliga idéer om hur teknik skulle kunna förbättra både det ena
och det andra, men vi saknar förståelsen för förutsättningarna och verksamheten som skall
tillgodogöra sig detta, och på grund av det kan man inte riktigt passa in sina lösningar i
sammanhanget på sjukhuset.
Fredrik: Mm absolut. Nä men då så, det är väl ungefär vad vi hade tänkt ställa för frågor. Hur står det
till med vad vi får använda utav detta i vår uppsats? Är det någonting du inte vill ska komma ifrån dig
så att säga?
Claes: Ni får använda vad ni vill.
Fredrik: OK, vad snällt då. Då får vi tacka så hemskt mycket för att du tog dig tid Claes.
Claes: Jag skulle vara lite intresserad av att höra vad ni har kommit fram till i era intervjuer, om ni har
kommit så långt att ni börjar komma till någon syntes?
Fredrik: Vi kan absolut skicka vidare det här arbetet till det, det är väl klart om två veckor kanske,
något sådant.
Claes: Det skulle jag vara väldigt intresserad av. Är det något ni kan säga redan nu?
Fredrik: Egentligen, vi har väl försökt att hitta sätt att värdera det här, och via våra intervjuer så har vi
ju tyvärr inte kommit fram till mer än att det finns inget vedertaget bra sätt att göra det här, utan det
finns olika sätt att försöka, men i slutändan så är det liksom en konvertering utav någonting abstrakt
till ett gäng kanske lite mer konkreta värden.
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Claes: Aa.
Fredrik: Just i vårt sjukhus här så ju vi kommit fram till att vi vill ge dem ett gäng ”tablets”, sådana här
läsplattor i princip, som skall vara ett gränssnitt för deras befintliga IT-system som har hand om
patientjournaler och akutkort och allt vad det heter. Och då bli en form av accesspunkt i deras ficka
istället för att behöva springa och leta upp en dator hela tiden osv. Och vi har väl motiverat mycket
utav den här förändringen då i besparade minuter här och där, och hur man kan se på de här
minutrarna och vad det skulle betyda för verksamheten. Så, det är ju fortfarande en väldigt ytlig
undersökning vi har gjort i och med att det ju fortfarande bara är en kandidatuppsats och vi har inte
haft så himla lång tid på oss tyvärr. Men vi tycker att vi har en del konkreta förslag att komma med.
Claes: Aa. När ni gör det då, hur är det med säkerhetsaspekter och annat?
Fredrik: Det är ju det som är lite spännande, vi tänker att det här endast skall användas inne på
sjukhuset, och inne på sjukhuset så har de ju redan trådlösa nätverk som har diverse krypteringar och
så i och för sig, som kräver autentisering osv. redan nu. Så egentligen är ju det här bara en
påkoppling på deras befintliga infrastruktur då.
Claes: Jaa, intressant. Så det är inte mobilnätet man skulle använda då?
Fredrik: Det skulle man ju kunna tänka kunde vara en logisk vidare uppföljning på det här, men som
du säger – då kräver man ju mycket mera säkerhet, VPN-tunnlar och vad man kan tänka sig.
Claes: Juste.
Fredrik: Men nejdå, det är nog inte långt ifrån. Men det vi har förslagit här är interna förändringar till
sjukhusets redan befintliga..
Claes: Aaa.
Fredrik: Men vi skickar över det, så får du lite spännande sommarläsning sedan.
Claes: Jaa vad bra, schysst!
Fredrik: Tack igen Claes för din tid, och lycka till på AsCom nu.
Claes: Jaa för de gör ju verkligen sådant här, och de vet ju verkligen hur man gör. Jag har ju läst på lite
här, men det här med lokala WLAN kontra mobilnät är väl en sådan sak som har intresserat mig lite.
Men jag har kommit fram till att är du på ett sjukhus vill du nog ha ditt eget nät, både av
säkerhetsaspekter och tillförlitlighetsaspekter. Det är ju just när det händer saker som ställer hög
press på sjukhus, generellt i världen, så är det ju ofta sådana tillfällen som mobilnät har en tendens
att stänga sig eller gå ner. Vid en katastrof, jag har själv varit med när det var jordbävning i Taiwan,
men det kan ju vara politiska osäkerheter som i Nordafrika, då stängde myndigheterna ned
mobilnätet, och då står man ju där helt utan kommunikation.
Fredrik: Nej så det är ju rätt, då är det ju bättre att ha någonting lokalt på site som man kan
kontrollera.
Claes: Jaa.
Fredrik: Men jaa, än en gång – tack så mycket. Vi kanske hör av oss på Masters-uppsatsen sen, vi får
väl se.
Claes: Hehe, gör det! Hej hej.
Fredrik: Hej.
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Karolinska University Hospital, Ulrika Bäckman
Ulrika: Ulrika?
Fredrik: Hej Ulrika, det är Fredrik.
Ulrika: Hej Fredrik!
…
Fredrik: Vi håller på att knyta ihop säcken nu, och då försöker vi att motivera – delvis ekonomiskt –
de här ändringsförslagen vi har tagit fram. Och det vill vi då basera på olika siffror som löner, minuter
sparade här och där, och så. Då är det en del siffror där vi just nu bara dragit till med någonting, och
det ser väl kanske inte så himla bra ut. Så därmed tänkte vi att vi kanske skulle kunna få fråga dig..
Ulrika: Vad jag har för inkomst? Hehe..
Fredrik: Nej, utan det tar vi någon allmän siffra ifrån nätet för. Men snarare t ex hur många
triageringsstationer som är öppna samtidigt per dag, och lite mer så där statiska siffor.
Ulrika: Absolut, fråga på.
Fredrik: Är det OK att jag spelar in det så att vi får ner svaren också?
Ulrika: Absolut.
Fredrik: Vänta lite då så ska jag sätta dig på speaker här. Men då börjar vi med lite allmänt bara –
akuten, visst är den öppen 24 timmar om dygnet och varje om året?
Ulrika: Absolut.
Fredrik: Är den alltid bemannad med någon läkare eller funkar det egentligen?
Ulrika. Jaa, alltid.
Fredrik: Då är min nästa fråga på det. I genomsnitt, är det alltid en bara, eller hur många kan man
tänka sig det är som jobbar som läkare på akuten samtidigt?
Ulrika: Det är ju egentligen en komplex fråga. Pratar du om primärjourer eller pratar du om
bakjourer?
Fredrik: För oss är det ingen skillnad i det här fallet.
Ulrika: Så antal individer, oavsett arbetsuppgift?
Fredrik: Precis
Ulrika: Vi kan göra det enkelt för oss. Dagtid, på medicin, för det är ju det jag kan svara på egentligen
– så är det fyra doktorer i tjänst i runda tal. Nej förlåt, fem är det faktiskt.
Fredrik: Jätte bra. Det är ju ganska många faktiskt.
Ulrika: Jaa det är det. Det är två utbildningsläkare från vårdcentralen, och sen så där det två av
underläkarna som är antigen färdig barnläkare eller blivande barnläkare, där den ena är lite mer van
än den andra.
Fredrik: Då tänkte jag höra också, för Triagen..
Ulrika: Och det är ju dagtid då – 8 till 16.
Fredrik: Och så på natten är det mindre då?
Ulrika: Ja absolut. På kvällar och nätter så är det två läkare. Det är ju för att vi har utbildningsuppdrag
på dagarna, vi gör ju mycket undervisning.
Fredrik: OK, men då tar vi ett genomsnitt och säger att det är två och en halv eller tre eller något
sådant. Vi tittar på det sen.
Ulrika: Aa.
Fredrik: Men i Triagen då, i genomsnitt hur många av de stationerna är öppna samtidigt?
Ulrika: 2 stycken.
Fredrik: Bra, det var vad vi hade skrivit faktiskt. Vad kostar ett patientbesök i genomsnitt för den som
kommer in?
Ulrika: Som de själva betalar?
Fredrik: Jaa precis.
Ulrika: Patientavgiften, jaa vad är den på. Oj, det var en bra fråga. Jag tror att barn betalar 120 eller
140 kr. Det kan du se på vårdguiden.
Fredrik: Det ska vi kolla på.
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Ulrika: Sedan är ju inte det var det kostar. Den största delen av våra intäkter får ju vi ifrån sådana här
DRG (Diagnos Relaterad Poäng). Så när patienten går hem så klickar vi i vad de har för diagnos. Och
sen så då får ju vi ersättning för beroende på vad de har, och till viss del för vad vi har gjort. Så om
någon har gjort en mer omfattande grej, t ex en datortomografi som de har blivit sövda för, så får vi
mer ersättning. Medans lite lättare saker får man en klumpsumma, oavsett om de gör en
lungröntgen eller vad – det markerar vi inte.
Fredrik: Så det är alltså någonting baserat på hur mycket ni behöver lägga ut med användningen utav
er utrustning då.
Ulrika: Jaa vi betalar ju till röntgen, en interndebitering. Så vi har ju en räkning ifrån röntgen.
Fredrik: OK.
Ulrika: Så den där patientavgiften vet jag inte riktigt vad du ska använda den till. Den stora inkomsten
är ifrån DRG-pengen.
Fredrik: I Triagen, hur många patienter är det som går igenom och blir processade där om dagen, i
runda svängar, ungefär?
Ulrika: Det är väldigt säsongsberoende. När det är brakande högsäsong på både kirurg och medicin,
då kan det vara uppåt 200. Sen kommer många inte in på akuten. Men Triagen gör ju ett stort jobb
för att de triagerar folk till närakuten också.
Fredrik: Så om man ska hårdra det då. Om det i högsäsong är 200 och i lågsäsong 0 så kanske man
kan ta ett genomsnitt på 100 eller 125 då?
Ulrika: Jaa det skulle jag tro minst.
Fredrik: Bra. En läkare som jobbar på akuten, hur många timmar om dagen jobbar han på akuten? Är
det 8-timmarspass eller?
Ulrika: Det beror på vilket pass man har. Högskiften, dagskiften, är 8-timmar. Sedan har vi
förstärkningsjourer som kommer ner efter ordinarie arbetstimmar, där arbetar de 4 timmar – 5 till 9
på kvällen för att stärka upp. Sedan har du nattjouren, den ena jobbar 12 timmar och den andra
jobbar 10 timmar.
Fredrik: OK, då hittar vi ett genomsnitt där.
Ulrika: Sedan måste ni tänka på att de två utbildningsdoktorerna vi har där, de betalar vi ingenting
för. De har lön ifrån sin hemklinik eftersom de är där för att få utbildning, det är ju därför vi har så
många där på dagtid. Om vi skulle jobba där själva så skulle vi kunna vara hälften så många och bara
röja på liksom. Men vi måste ju utbilda folk.
Fredrik: Ok men det är bra, då tar vi bort dem ur våra uträkningar, för det är ju inte relevant för era
vinningar så att säga.
Ulrika: Nej fast samtidigt – om de har ett smartare system att jobba med så kan ju de ta fler
patienter. Och när vi jobbat med vårt förbättringssystem så var det helt uppenbart att när vi hade en
närvarande specialist på plats t ex, så allmänläkarna som i vanliga fall är vana vid att ta några fall på
vårdcentralen, de flesta är väldigt välproducerande. Men när de kom till barnakuten så fick de väldigt
lite gjort för att de var tvungna att vänta på att någon skulle komma och hjälpa dem fatta ett beslut.
Men när vi hade en närvarande specialist som kunde handleda dem löpande, då ökade deras
produktivitet jätte mycket. Det blev lite av en dubbel grej, för många allmänläkare blev det lite av en
skräckupplevelse att komma hit, för de var rädda att fatta beslut, bli lämnade ensamma, och så
vidare. Så det var inget som man gick och längtade efter direkt. Därför så, för två år sedan när vi hade
infört det här, fick barnakutens läkare pris för bästa utbildning, så det var faktiskt lite kul. De blev inte
bara mer produktiva utan får ett annat lugn och tilltro och säkerhet.
Fredrik: Ok, man ska fundera på.
Ulrika: Det finns många faktorer. Ni kan ju få visa hur ni har tänkt och gjort så kan jag se om det
verkar rimligt.
Fredrik: Ja som du säger så är det väldigt många faktorer. I en sådan här förstudie, blir det mycket
generella och genomsnittliga drag. Det går liksom inte att ta fram några exakta siffror heller, men vi
tittar ju mest på relationerna.
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Ulrika: Jag skulle räkan med om det försvinner en Ipad i månaden, vad kostar det? Det finns en viss
risk för det. Jag vet inte hur man ska lösa att de inte ska försvinna, för det tror jag nog är det största
hotet.
Fredrik: Det går att ordna tekniskt, alltså att det går ett larm eller något.
Ulrika: För frågan är om det skulle vara så att den har någon vinnande grej för alla funktioner, om
man dessutom kunde använda en apparat som hade en telefonfunktion i sig.
Fredrik: Jo, jo, absolut.
Ulrika: Så kan man ju tänka sig att alla läkare har var sin personlig sådan där. Istället för de här DECtelefonerna som vi går omkring med.
Fredrik: Det är absolut ingen omöjlighet.
Ulrika: Då får det inte vara en för stor grej, så man inte kan ha den i fickan.
Fredrik: Ja, eller så har man en trådlös snäcka till örat eller liknande.
Ulrika: För vi har inga rockar nu för tiden så man måste kunna bära omkring på mackapären.
Fredrik: Vi kör vidare här.
Ulrika: Ja då har ni fått lite.
Fredrik: Det var hur många timmar om dagen som… Så, hur många patienter träffar man som läkare
på akuten per dag?
Ulrika: Det är lite svårt det där. Det är oftast svårare patienter på dagen, eller mer komplexa, för då
är ju andra vårdinrättningar öppna som kan ta hand om de lätta fallen. Så de här som man bara kikar
i öronen och ser att det har en öroninfektion, de kommer liksom inte till barnakuten dagtid. Då är det
mer multihandikappade barn, svårt sjuka barn, som kommer. Då kanske man tar en patient i timman
ungefär. Under jourtid på nätterna, alltså de som jobbar på bra tar två till fem per timma. En läkare
träffar i genomsnitt en patient i femton minuter, det har jag mätt.
Fredrik: Vad bra, det var det jag tänkte komma till här.
Ulrika: 75 procent av patienterna träffar doktorn två gånger.
Fredrik: Du svarar på frågorna innan jag hinner ställa dem.
Ulrika: Och sen finns det då spridning åt båda hållen, men de flesta patienter träffar doktorn en eller
två gånger, det är runt 75%. Första mötet, alltså face-to-face med läkaren, tar 11 minuter i
genomsnitt och det andra 5 ungefär.
Fredrik: Ok vad bra då fick vi det överstökat. Om man då tittar även på hur många tester som tas
eller ordineras eller refereras, hur många..
Ulrika: Blodprov menar du eller?
Fredrik: Ja allting, alltså hur många, alla de som går genom Take Care, det va väll både blodprov och..
Ulrika: Blodprov skulle jag säga är ungefär hälften av patienterna.
Fredrik: Jag tänker röntgen och så, som genomsnittlig patient hur många tester har man kopplade till
sig av olika former då?
Ulrika: En kanske.
Fredrik: Det är en, ja men jätte bra.
Ulrika: Max, för många gör man ingenting med. Vissa fler. Ungefär hälften gör ett blod prov, så finns
det många som.. inte på medicin, på kirurgen är det ju fler som röntgas absolut. Nu pratar jag
medicin-barnen.
Fredrik: Ja men jätte bra, och om man skulle kunna bara höfta på hur lång tid tar det i genomsnitt att
få tillbaka till exempel ett blodprov?
Ulrika: Ett som går till lab tar ungefär en timma.
Fredrik: Oj är det så länge ändå.
Ulrika: Mmm om man, flertalet av proverna man tar är patientnära och tar ungefär 20 minuter.
Fredrik: Och en röntgen tar ungefär någonstans där emellan kanske?
Ulrika: Det beror otroligt mycket på vad det är för någonting, är det en lungröntgen t ex så går det
ganska fort. Då är det drop-in, då skickar vi remisen så går de bara in. Och så får man svaret efter
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kanske en halvtimma eller något. Om man ska göra en datortomografi kan det ibland vara narkos,
ultraljud är väldigt doktorsberoende, för doktorn har ju ganska långa väntetider.
Fredrik: Ok, det sista så har jag två frågor om dikteringen också. Dikterar en läkare alltid efter ett
patientbesök?
Ulrika: Ja det ska de göra.
Fredrik: Då dikterar en läkare så många gånger som denna behandlar patienter. Hur många minuter
tar en genomsnittlig diktering?
Ulrika: Inspelningarna brukar vara mellan en och en halv och fem minuter, alltså själva texten. Men
sedan beror det lite på hur erfaren man är hur lång tid det tar att prestera det där, man kanske
behöver titta och tänka. Jag skulle säga mellan en och en halv och tio minuter kanske, som absolut
längt. Men de flesta skulle jag skulle säga dikterar på tre, fyra minuter.
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Appendix D: Return on Investment
Mathematical Proof
From Table 8 in our Business Case section we can extract the following (x, y) points for our graph:
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Plotting this manually shows us the shape of a quadratic function, which has a form like such:

Using our points above, we can plug these into the equation and solve for the unknown variables.
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This means our ROI-function will be:
( )

(
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